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L WEEKLY KEW8PAPEE,

EMI

TTLEY8,

_

stairs.

up

LANDEQEND S BLOCK.

OFFICE : VAN

Market, near corner
13 Eluhth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

KI8WOLD, A. D.. Attorney at law and Sollc(tor in Chancery. Office 78 Eighth Street,

_____

P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street

IV

XT’ U1TK, J ., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on Rth street.

IV

TTOWAIU), M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

PAN ALL
It thing In

--------

8. I.. City

3,

'

,

.

,

1875.

.

—

WHOLE

NO.

$

170.

Official. ]

red with E. Van Der Veen A Co., for the
covering of a track 16 feet wide, for the
sum of $75, of which amount about $45
26, 1875.
was on hand In the Ninth street ImproveThe Council met pursuant to adjourn- ment Fund ; recommendingthat the work
be let for that turn and the balance be paid
ment.
Present: Mayor Van LandegemI, Aid. from the General Fund.— Adopted.
Matrau, Ranters, Dykema, Brcyman and
MESSAGES OF THE MAYOR.
Vlssers, and the Clerk.
To the Common Connell of the City of Holland.
[

13UTKAU W., New Meat

AUemyi.

rUBUBDED EVERT BATURDAT AT

BOLLiKSGR?, • - -

Sirertory.

-

SATURDAY, JULY

MICIL,

Hist Karksti.

gwtofM

-

Common Council.
Saturday, June

Moat Market. Every-

The minutes of the previous meetings Gentlemen.— I would recommend the
were read and stood approved.
establishment of a‘‘Firo Department Fund”
BRIDE, Q. W., Attorneyat Law and SoliciTMU3 or SUBSCRIPTION 12.00 piryur Is iduaci. 1IC
and (hat the one hundred dollars this day
PETITIONS.
ifl tor In Chancery;office with M. D. HowXT' AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
deposited with the City Treasurer, by K.
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
JOB PRINTIMO PROMPTLTAND NBATLT DONI.
Of Eagle Fire Engine Co., No. 1, for
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Schsddelee.Eso.,
be credited to said Fund.
more uniiorois.— Referredto Com. on Fire
/\RT, F. J. Attorney at Law, Collectingand and twine; 8th street.
Further that this sum be set apart for the
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
\ ) Pension Claim Agent. Office, East oP‘ City
Department.
Kaaafaotorin, Killi, Obopi, Itc.
On« square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents Hotel.”
purpose of purchasing another hand fire
Of J. \V. Minderhout and 45 others, for
r llrst Insertion,and Vt cents for each subseengine.
I XEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof andDealerin an appropriation for the celebration of the
quent Insertion for any period under three \7IS8CHERA.,Attorney at Uw, Notary Pub
J. Van Landroend, Mayor.
II Agricultural Implements: commission agent "Fourth,” on the Monday following, and
months.
11c and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
Holland,
June 80, 1875.’
8 M.
6 V.
1 T.
for Mowing Machines; cor. lOtnARIver street.
Comer of Eighth and River street.
the exclusiveright for the Fire Depart5 00
800
1 Square ... ............ 3 60
On
motion
of Aid. Dykema,
PAUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors ment of the use of the Public Square on
5 O')
8 00 10 00
Barkm.
Hesolved, That the recommendations of
of Hugger Mill*: (Steam Saw ana Flour that day.
8
00
10
00
17
no
................
the Mayor be adopted, and that the ‘ Fire
U Colnmn .................. 10 00 17 00 25 00 I'VE UROOT L., FashionableBarber and Hair- Mills.) near Toot of 8tn street.
On motion of Aid. Ranters,
cutter.Rooms In basement of City Hotel.
...............17 00 25 00 40 00
Department Fund," be and is hereby conJtesoleed,
That
the
petition
he
granted
OCOTT, W. J., Planing, Matching,Scroll-sawG. 8.

D0ES3URG &

Co., PuBLisnEiw.

11

Notary Public

River street.

;

I)

_

first-class condition, and

satisfaetlon
guaranteed. Eighth street. East of City Hotel.

Y

V

1

3 “

U

5

1 •*
“

40 00

.................: 25 00

65 00

O

Bskirin.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
fc#" All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

piNNEKANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
13 Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

line served on

this

call

; 8th street.

Ba&Uag and Xxchangs.
XT'

IV

EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

River streets.
Books sad Stationary.

gnil goads.

*

piNNEKANT,

Miss A. M., Dealer In Books
SUtlonary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River

D

street.

Chicago

it

Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

ANTER8, L.

T., & CO., Dealers in Books,
Stationery, Toys, Notions and Candles; opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
XT’

Taken

Effect,

Monday, June

IV

1875.

27,

NORTHERN DIVISION.
GOING SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.
NighlEx. Day Ex.
A. m.
r. a.
9.00
9.00
11.30
11.50
2.15
3.37
2.50
4.35
5.20
8.15
8.30
6.30
3.40
5.40
4.00
6.33
6.50
4.20

STATIONS.

Mall Eve. Ex.
r.ra.
A. in.
6.30
7.35
4.40
8.30
2.00
11.40
10.40
1.18
10.00
12.60
12.16
9.35
12.03
9.15
11.85
9.00
8.40
11.15

Chicago.
New Buffalo.
Gr. Junction.

Richmond.
Holland.
Zeeland.
Vrleiland.
Grandvllle.
Or. Rapids.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.

in

Boots and Shoes

;

H.

General dealers

1

Y

counts.

repairing neatly done;

Street.

River street

Photograph*.

IXEROLD, E., Manufacturer of

and dealer in
r AUDER GEORGE, Photogranhs and Gems
II Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.; 1J
in all the various styles and sizes; Gallery
Eighth street.
on Eighth Street.
Sruga and kodloian.

U

IT AN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdicines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Hero's Family Medicines; River 8t.

»•...

T

r

orm W.™.

8

J^e 4'

875-

The veto of Urn Mayor on tlm Ordinance
rc|atle0salaries,was sustained by the vole
I cannot approve the or- 0f
aldermen present,

Ma>'"r
To Ih. Common Connell,

PhyiiclsBi.

\OE8BURG, J.

O., Dealer in Drugs and Mcdiclues, Paint* and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
|

Y

GOING SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.

1j

Jt

Y

committees.

Boots and Skoal.

PLFERDINK W.

and that the sum of $50 be and the same stituted.— Carried.
REPORTS or CITY OFFICERS.
T7ERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the is hereby appropriatedout of the General
Fund,
fur
the
celebration
of
the
‘‘Fourth,"
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildThe Clerk presented the bond of 11.
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
on Monday, July 5th next; that an order Roningsberg as retail liquor dealer, with
drawn to that amount, in favor of the F. Hummel and W. C. Nibbelluk us sureWILMS P. H., Manufacturerof Farm Pumps. be
Tv All kinds of wood turningand sawing on Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, ties.— Approved.
and that the money b« expended under his
hand and done to order. River street.,
The Director of the Poor made his
direction ; also that the right of the use of monthly report for the month of June,
Rotary Public*
Market Square on that day, be and the showing disbursements to Uie amount of
POST, HKNRY D.t Real Estate and loaurance same is hereby granted to the Fire Depart- $67.— Referred to Com. on City Poor.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- ment, subject to such regulations and reMOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
lectionsmade in Holland and vlelnlty.
strictions, for the protection of the shade
By
Aid.
Dykema,
T7AN 8CHELVEN, G„ Notary Public, Justice trees, as the Com. on Public Buildings and
Itesolved,That the Street Commissioner
of the Peace and Conveyancer. Office Hol- Property deem proper to prescribe.— Carland City Newt, 8th street.
Is hereby instructed to stake out the centre
ried.
of Ninth street for the purpose of covering
accounts.
YX7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
vv and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug H. W lemma, labor on ftreetn, etc., ......... $ 17 25 it with a track of saw dust as per rcjiort of
Utore, 8th street.
H. W. Vence’k A Co., pigeon hole caac, etc. 35 oo Com. on Streets, Roads and Bridges.— Car— Referred to Coin, on Claims and Ac- ried.
Faiatiri.
By Aid. Matrau,
I YORK. J. C., House, Sign and Carriage Painter;
REro ms of
lie*Aved,That the Com. on Streets,
II Shop, over Baert’s Wagon Shop, River
Ingand Moulding; River street.

Cltjr of

Holland

A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
Gentlemen:—
S. W. cor. Public Square.
dinance entitled“An Ordinance to

an

provide 0n

motjwn

0f

^

Dykema.

city

Ways

fordm!, That the Com. on
and
N., Surgeon, Physician and Obstcstrl- for the payment of salariesof certain
clan. Office and residence, Ninth Street,East officers, for the fiscal year of 18 io, passed Mean8| {g instructed to report an ordinance
of Cedar Stieet.
by you at your meeting held June 2, 18i5, t0 provide for the payment of salaries of
IX

D

LANK

reasons: of

. certain city officerslor the fiscal year of
EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office for the following
Express
Mall.
117ALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist:a full
I think it unjust to reduce the salary
^75 —Carried
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
A. m.
p. m.
Y
stock of goods appertaining to the business
A. ra.
r. m.
public square.
Holland.
12.20
9.65
8.25
See advertisement.
6.00
12.04 ........
New Holland
3.40
Q CHOUTEN, R. A., Surgeon,Physician Obstetri9.20
11.50
Olive.
5.56
3.52
Srj Qooit.
The Council went into Com. of the
clan, Regulargraduatedand Licensed. Of- amouut of salary they receivedthe
11.30
900
4.12
Robinson.
6.20
fice at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
fiscal year, whereas the services rendered Whole, Aid. Pfanstlchl in the chair,
8.35
11.00
Nanlca.
General dealer in Dry
4.35
6.45
by the City Attorney have been greater
and reported OrdinanceNo. 68, entitled
8.15
10.40
Goods, Yankee Notions, Huts, Caps, etc.;
Frultport.
4.55
7.05
Sad&lin.
10.00
7.45
Muskegon.
cor. Eighth and Market streets.
o this date, than they were the past year “An Ordinance to amend Sections1 and 2
525
7.45
8.15 ........
Montague.
8.35
17AUPELL, H„ Manufacturerof and dealer In or the same period. It would in my opin- of Ordinance No. 47, entitled an Ordinance
7.00
Featwater.
10.39
flour ini food.
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and YYhips; on have been more equitable to reduce Yelative to Fire Limits, passed August 20,
Eighth street.
Q LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Floor and
the salaries of all city officers, say ten
1809.”
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff. Ac., Ac. Lacent, than to reduce the salary of this
The Ordinance was placed upon the or
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Sowing Michlnii.
barbe’s old stand, 8th street.—See Advertisement.
officer twenty-five per
der of third reading of hills, was passed
X7 ANTERS, L T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
Taken Effect, Sunday, August 23, 1874.
I therefore return to you this Ordinance nud approved by the Mayor,
fumituro
Allegan Conmies, for the “Howe Sewing Mawithout my
Council adjourned.
chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
FROM GR’ND
TO GR'ND RAPIDS. If
II., A CO., Dealers in all kinds of FurJ. Van Landeoend,
Express. Mail. ivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
STATIONS.
Express. Mail.
Star**, Wood, Bark, Ito.
motion of Aid. Dykcmn, the
In »ccordanco will, a recent act of ConA. X.
P. X. Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
P. M.
A. X.
10 00
7 50
8 00 Grand Rapids.
4 16
XT’ ANTERS. R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
nance and veto were laid on the table
gress, twelve "life stations” will soon be
0 40
7 32
8 14 Grandvllle.
pEIDSEMAJ.M., A SON, General Dealers in
4 29
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
made the Special Order of the Day for the established on Lake Michigan, at a cost of
8 35
6 25
Allegan.
9 15
5 33
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad8 08
0 00 vertisement.
Otsego.
9 40
next meeting of
about 15 000 per station-threeof which
6 00
Tobacco and Cigars.
8 00
5 51
Piainwcll.
9 50
6 14
communications
krom
city
Rrc ••comp]eteMstations,
the other
7 40
5 35
Cooper.
10 03
6 30
rPE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Grociriei.
5 20
Kalamazoo.
7 15
10 15
6 45
The Clerk reported the filing of the nlno
,, 8latlong
„ufe 8tR.
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
A.X.
P.X. X^LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
A. X.
P.W.
oaths of office of II A. Schouten,M. D.
4
.
5 60
3 45
White Pigeon.
11 50
8 :*)
ready market for countryproduce; a choice
City Phvalclanand L. T. Kantcra aa city Mona" are to bo located at CblcAjo, RaWagonmaktraand Blaekimithi.
A.X. stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.
P.X.
P.X.
A.X.
9 20
10 40
Librarian; also the official bond of G.
cine, Milwaukee, Sheboygan, TwHBlvert,
6 30 Chicago.
6.50
ft UK KM A
BUG., Wagon and Blacksmith
A.X. rpE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store;
P.X.
P.X.
A M.
1
Shop.
Horse shoeingand all kinds of repair- Schclven as Justice of the Peace; also the North Manitou, Beaver Island,'* Grand
10
55
Toledo.
11 25
5 35
2 30
J. a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
P.X.
A.X Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. ing done. River Street.
P. X.
A. X.
b<!?udn
dc,!er' Point,
Bauble, and Point Anbeacica.
7
00
7 20
10 10 Cleveland,
with D. J.
and L. Aling as
4 „ 4
4
705
J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
A.X.
P.X.
A.X.
P. X
General Dealeri.
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing lica.-Tbc City Attorney being present, Tho "complete" nation, will be at Evan12
20
12
55
Buffalo.
4 05
1 10
done. Cash paid for Furs.
the bonds were referred to him, reported ston, Grand Haven, and St. Joseph. The
X'VUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
correct, and approved by the
stationsare located with reference to points
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Wateboi and Jiwilry.
Clothingand Feed; River street.

Express.

MaII.

STATIONS.

T

Y

Sg!

.

SSKrAS

E 22; ,
past

O

nERTSCH, D.

«»j—

««.«.

up

D

Y

per

O

one

cent.
approval.
Mayor.
Ordl-

IN

RAPIDS

EVER

On

-

and

1Y

IL

•

Council.

OFFICERS.

as

X

..ordi

X1

and
The

, .

.

.

„

Van

A

/

TJwlinkg’“
Werkman

pLIKMAN.

F

4l

An
sure-

.

Council.

\J

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.

Taken

Effect,

Monday, June

22,

XTUFlELD, J. J. Dealer In Groceries, Dry Goods,
I: Flour aud Feed and Produce. Liquors aud

1874.

Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,
Solar
No. 4

North.
No. 2

p. ra.

p.

9
8
7
7
6
5
4

STATIONS.

m.

12 45
05 1'2 04
50 12 00
05 11 27
20 11 00
80 10 40
00
9 50
1)0

No. 3

South.
No. 1

p. ra.

a.

Going',

Muskegon

2 15

Ferrysnurg
Grand Haven
Pi goon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

2
2
3
3
4
5

,

;

m.

7 00
8 00
53
8 10
56
9 05
80
68 11 00
IS 11 30
10 |1 00

XOSLIN W. H. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and deal- Sixth street.—Laid on the
in Dry Goods,
*) er in Fancy Goode; Bank-bulldlng,River
introductionof
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Street.

X

OrdinanceNo.

0. A CO„ General Dealers, in
Dry Goods, Groceries, "Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

Y

VlfERKMAN,

H. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, GroCrockery, Flour A Provisions.New
Store, Eighth street.

$

the 17th in

the other side to the story

11

the following from the above named pa-

A SDN, 1st Ward Hard- per:
ware Store; sell chewier than any other;

61),

entitled

“An Ordl- wjth

headquartersst Chicago.

JSVSg^S
llai

.C23

Day.
Ranters,
motions AND

3^

resolutions.

and

By Aid.

T1*-

lh®

feet

an(j

a

<Jouble-ender

a self Tighter, and self-baller— which

means, that

neces-

when

the boat Is capsized,

T!iat.
Jre?,8urer she immediately rights herself and bails
and is hereby instructed to take the
3
snry steps to procure the moneys now in herselfout. This station will be in charge

Uw-CarteF'

Y

^

m.

We

Y

»4|ourn.

^ ^

^

^

I

Chickens,dressed per lb ................
tt
Lard, IJ lb ..............................10
Pork, dressed W lb .....................
7
Smoked meat, V & .....................
12
Smoked ham, N lb .....................
Tallow, |l lb ........................

Vissers.
meeting

.

Wood, Staves, Etc,

approve^

I

beach,
green.

““

“

Staves, pork, white oak,
Staves, Tierce, “

“

“

P

Heading bolts, hardwood..

^

VVVJ^

J*

1
.

re-

m***™”™’

.

Stave bolts,hardwood .............
Railroad ties, ...........
......

8latcd
....,*.00 Ch^

presume gave rise to the report that be was were read and
>nd in .,ordlnMy |lfe’.
under the influence of liquor.
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
We have taken some pains to ascertain Werkman * Son., It, poor order. .......
111
accommodation; building and furniture new.
....... .. 8t.co volunteers, and paid for service as It is renthe exact facts, and state what is but the D. Te Roller.
'* ..........
LlTsry aud Sill Stable*.
simple truth when we assert that his con- J. DuorMm* A Co.,
G. Van Putton A Co..
XXOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. dition was in no sense owing to intoxica- G. s. Docaburg A Co., printing and sutton-^
• por extra meritoriousservice,Congress
Offlceandharnon Market street. Everything tion. Recent reports as to bis habits
has authorized the issuance of gold medfirst-class.
him great injustice.We have faith that j. vYn Landegend,Bervicea as board of
. ......
review-.-.-..::::; 'S:S *i«; for «rvie« in i«.
VJIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; the Judge is making an honest, manly ef..8.00 silver medals will be awarded— these mea
J. Flieman.
lx good accommodation for horses; 9th street, fort as a strict temperance man.
L. D. VlBBcrs,
near Market.
8 w Uls to be issued under directionsfrom the
H. C. Mstrsu, •*
...... 8.00 Secretary of tbeTreasunr on the recomXarcfcaat Tallori.
It is now regarded as certain that Sec
On motion the above bills were allowed; mendation of the superintendent in charge
of the stationson this lake.
pOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer retary Bristow will be disappointedin bis •Iso the bills of
In ready made clothing and Gents' FurnishThere are shout 150life-»t»tlons throughexpectation of ft surplus of ftbout $5,000,- H. Wleroemo, labor on streets,etc., ........ $ 17.25

PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor:

......................
$

.

“ “

..

drain, Feed, Etc.
[ComcUd by the “Ptiw/tr MUU.)

a$

i

D

St*!*.

ing Goods.

Buckwheat, V bushel ......
Bran, V ton ....................... •»
Feed, « ton ...................... •
V 100 lb .....................
Barley, ^ 100 ft.; ........ ........
Middling, * 100 ft .................
Flour, 100 ft ...............
Pearl Burley, f 100 lb.. ............6 00

Treasury at a yearly
and travelingexpenses,
the.

the hands of the County Treasurer, due to of a coxswain and a double crew of sixteen
saw Judge Giddings
the City of Holland for taxes assessed men. The coxswain Is the station-keeper
at the Palmer House in Chicago, and his
yAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard- appearance was entirely contrary to the
dealer8Undertl‘e8t“°Uml receive. 800 per year and expeuira.
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
reports circulated about him recently.
'‘coundlTdiourned until Wcdneid.y The oaramen, who are generally sea-faring
\7AN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers In learned from the officials at the Palmer evening, June 30, 7:30 p.
| men, are volunteers and receive $5 each
Hard-ware, TIn-waro and Fanning Imple- House that he was all right and had been.
ments; Eighth street.
per day during actual service, and $8 per
He is now at the Occidental Hotel in
Wednesday, June 80, 1875.
day each when drilling,etc. They are rethis city. We have never seen him lookBottli.
The Connell met purauantto
^ f
ing better and are gratified to be able to
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsxan, Proprietor
state that the reports of his recent intoxiFirst-classaccommodation. Free Buss to aud
0"eiier. if required by the auperinlencation had no foundation whatever in m Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
truth. The fact that for several days he Matrau, Flieman, Pfanstiehl,Dykema, dent
pITY HOTEL. J. W. MiNDKRuonT,Proprietor. was ill In health, during which time pow Breyman and
IQ “complete” stations,as at Grand Ha\J Built In 1873; FurnishedInelegant style, and
The
minutes
of
the
previous
the crews are regularly employed at
erful
medicines
were
administered,
we
a first-class hotel throughout.

Meati, Etc.

Wheat, white » bnshel ... ......
Corn, shelled « bushel ..........
Oats, V bushul. ..................

$1,000

On Saturday last we

8th street.

lb

....

the Secretary of

introducedupon the report of the City Atstructure,one-story high, pro*
torney, read the first and second time by vided with a life-boat similar to those used
Its title and placed upon the General Order at English life 8tations-27feet long,? feet
of the

XTAVERKATE,G, J.

Hay, V ton ......................
(&
Onions.V bushel ................ ©
Potatoes, ^ bushel ............... «'o
Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... <$
Wool, V lb ......................

dry

The Muskegon Chronicle of
slant contains

that Judge Giddings was seen drunk in
SONS, General Dealers in Dry
vv Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.; Chicago a short time since. As wo have
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.
given publicity to the reports we now give

B bushel ................
@
Beans, N bushel ...................1 NMfc
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The damage to property and loss of life
Ui8 flood hi the river Garonne is
greater than the pfevious ’reports have
indicated. At Toulouse alone the bodies
of 100 persons who were drowned were
found m the houses which were flooded
but left standing, Many other people
perished, and their bodies were carried
off in the houses that were swept away.
The loss of Hfe by the flood at Toulouse is appalling. At St. Cyprian quarter 215 corpses have already Won found.
The violence of tho torrent frustrated
the efforts to rescue tho unfortunate
inmates of houses. Several men were
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The disasters elsewhere are almost equal
in magnitude. The lower part of the
city of Moresac, on the Tenn, is under
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for choice,
some common
.....
.....
v.-m.i-w, and
u...4 owuk,
wuiuiuu sold
num northwest of Omaha, and still advancing. ! formed tliat the son wished to perform
the Mexican authorities at La Paz is in the full $4.00(84.50
demolished,and twenty others morg or less
.00(83.50. Tomatoes
at $3.(mj(«:1.5o
lomatoc* were
were ii
in fair supply, | Would it not be useful to follow this re- the act, but was restrainedby the old
tide of success, and that Mexican troops had
injured, besides out-houses,barns, etc. Charles
......
steady at
and prices
priee. ruled
ruMsUady.
it $1.2;
*1.25 for
bu treRting bo8t into itfl
| gentleman.
Peike was fatally injured, and his child, an been sent from Mazatlanto quell the move- lioxes.and $3.00 for one bu boxes. Vegetables
Burr was left standing in the road,
and
track
its
movemeuts
for
a
few
years
ment.
were in good supply, but nearly all of tho
infant 4 years old, was killed. Mrs. Fred
Southern arrivals were iu poor order, and sales in that vast wilderness, where it Iioh nud the wagqn drove oil’ as rapidly aa
iujiuvu. Richard
toowu nan*.
A
r“i" "aJ tkuajer ntorm pissed were slow -*
Rademacker is fatally injured.
Bates.
at irregular prices. Veal was ft formerly pursued its devious wander- possible to tho residence of Mr. Hagard,
.
• boy 10 years old. was blown i furlong
tb? atJ of
»fow days ago. trifle tinner, which was due mainly to light.At
made as
ings,
and unknown,
except where ho was -----CJ F unheralded
----------------— -V'AVV'JSt
---comfortable
------- ------ as
-the air and into an elm tree skty feet high deatr0.rin8
l*fort> their inhaU receipts. Die arrivals of strawberriesduring
tbe week
wore tlie
o( the
the season,
eeason. i.el
tbe
week were
the largert
largest of
and as it ocourionolly emerges into the haunt* j possible. The wagon was immediately
whenc, he dropped to the ground, and
,At le“t 100 were dro,med- prices ruled considerably lower. Tlie marke t | 0‘ civilization,and is recognized iu the | dispatched f jr some absent members ol
picked np dead. Mrs. Lizzie Perkins will
500.*rc re!'orted “““‘“B - - The hdl pro- •loeed at alxiut 'J0c(8$i.25for fair to choice newspaper-worldfor a few years, only Hagard’s family, but the horses gave
Michigan in 16 quart cases, but some extra to disappear soon, and be forgotten?
out near the house of a farmer named
ably die, and many others are verv seriously in.1'"1'"8* "a,'0"‘1
I'aa
were held above these figures. There was a
In ’C7 or’8, a swarm fully as largo as Cavanaugh,who offered to go with his
Jared. Newly 100 penou. were mow or 'less P*8efd*tb^ relubns b“ “'' British Partin- moderate demand for light fleeces of wool, but
balance
of
the
distance, which
section 11W1U
from tho team tho
****•» .-^v/vav/xa
- --- ----- — -- --- ---- ----- bnii.MS(land were attended by the doctor* ' ment‘ ’ * A recent lire at 1>^aciori-in tlie Prov- heavy was dull and slow sale. Quotable at this one visited this
TheSwux Indians have tinally agreed to re- ince of Ser;i,eJe«troyed 140 houaea.... 38(843c for coarse to fine good conditioned British regions (probably by the same offer was accepted. While passing the
------at. --and successive steps)a a:
disappearing
the next. pii0 driver now at work at Poshtigo harliuquish their hunting drivileae* m. tl »,
E<lnraud Joues k Co-' London, in the East washed,
waHhed, 25fa32c
25rd32c for
for tho
tho same
same unwashed,
unwai
poor to prime tub wiahc
year in tlie direction from which it came; bor Mr. Cavanaugh saw a man up among
puhiicau rivor. in Xebraika!receUdng1thme^N Intb8 ,raife
»•«««« .^“"-‘^'-r-rtoprirne.ubwwbed.
SEEDS AND IIMHWINEH.
but was little talked of East, as the coun- the rigging and thought it queer. He
the $25,000appropriatedby Congress for tliat <:<50’fJ00----T,,eFrcnch Assembly has voted
Seeds were neglectedand the businesstransreported the fact as soon as possible to
try was then sparselysettled.
purixtse As the Interior Department will not ^'i8'000 f°r tlie rt!lief of the Hufferer'4b.v ‘nun- acted was exceedinglylight. For small lots of
Drs. Phillips and Lang, who were then
timothy
there
was
no
demand
and
prices
weak,
trust the savages with tho cash, they will re- lIatl0U,^,
A3IEKIt,AN
EARTHQUAKE,
probing for the bullet in Hagard’s body.
while for round lots full former prices were
ceive their compensation in the form o? horses
«
!^
paid. Quotable at $2.35^,2.45for common to
—
| Those gentlemen repaired as quickly as
cows, harness end
’ Mrs* lil,on S'VeAr8 S,ie ls Binooont. good,
$2.50(a2.C0 for'
Great Destruction of Life-Eight Thou- possible to the pile driver, and found
;ood, and $2.50(82.60
for prime. Clover was
was Great
Mf. ElizabethR. TUton hafl published
,J.emaU(l-and $0.50 was bid for prime, but i *aml people Buried in the Ruins of Burr hanging by the neck, dead.
nltidant in
in the
the New
New 1’ork papers, in
it, I hold,e" Ke.nera
the I One
We are informed by Dr. Lang, although
The Postmiettr-Oenenl hw j,»t M.blkhed i alBdovit
poor with which the atonea were laid.
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from Maracaibo gives further the wound is very serious, Hagard will
of tlie great earthquakeiu ! probably recover.
found it very difficult to make sales of Hungarian, while dealer* reported a fair trade at Ecuador, of which some mention has
unchanged price-. Quotable at $1.00(81.35. previously been made in our news colA good storv is told of Rev. Mr. Wilpaid at the Treasury Sept. 24, 1875, and that in- , Lf5ec,‘6r-except that only under the influence Light sales of millet were made at $1.75(88.00
liams, an old-time Massachusetts minisumns.
At
Circuta
the
shock
leveled
tereet on them wUl oeaacou Oh at dav : Comxm ?!
which I found it impossible to for prime. Buckwheat was very dull, and by
every wall in the city, burying, in a sin- ter. When midway in his sermon on a
close of the week holders fouud it impossibonciK known fe tbe fourth wriee. ut of Feb. biT Ihive
Mr'Ct the
sultry Sunday he heard the sound of disble to dispose of small lots ; closed at about $1.00 gle instant, 8,000 people out of a popu23, 1862, dated May
1862, as follows: c°tt’
'Tere f»[‘e f?d entirely unfounded, for prime. Highwinee,althoughveiy nni'et! lation of 10,000. Several who were not tant thunder, glanced out ot the window
poo bond* of $50. frota No. 11,001 to 12,700, di-i
^‘“baiid knew to bo false, and I were steady and firm, the market cloehig at
killed, subsequently diet) of their inju- once or twice, stopped preaching, and
tli inclusive;$100, from No. 59,101 to No. i
“J
about •Llfl.
ries, and many weie murdered by rob- remarked: “ Brethren, I observe that
C4.500. both inchieive
from 81,m to No.'
«I»My without.
idUto'oV I Th.™TnS^P™toiiZWS«te(i in liers, who plundered iu bands. The bur brother Crosby is not prepared for
299 additional postal monev-ordar
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she
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for go(Kl cruahing. Receivers
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particulars
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shocks continued, and

fires

burned

much

the rain. I think it our duty to help our

property. Those who were saved fled brother Crosby get in his hay before the
to the neighboring country and en- shower.” Stepping down from the pulcamped.
When the news reached Mara- pit, he went witn several of the brethren
for me
mat
res.Ut of mv long lard tierces. $1.90^2. W.for whisky barrel; and
caibo,
two
steamers were sent out with to the hay iiehl, and worked there for
PoetrAastereare luble on their bond for losses mvgelf m hig power snd
'V"H t lRt ^ kept 45<k55cfor riour. barrels. In lumt*er the moveima an
uu hour,
mmr, when the hay
*-*v was
•••— housed.
of government property passing through their [ me. so long a* I lived with
[<?r iilcntwas rather light until towards the clcse of bread and clothing te the sufferers by half
tlie
American
Consul
and
people;
also
a
j
Then,
returning
to
the
church,
he took
•
demands, or to speak the truth rMWt.bis the week, when under an increaseddemaud

rostomce

?

PrJLfilce*
rostamces.

him

, .

. .

metodeiyiL
(si

SwaitART Bnisiow says that the decision is
_nai te stop *11 work on the Chipago Custom- sworn to before .ImV*
H mae’Ji .Tbe aais on regifltered letters has
i/ in
,

*

km

xr®

he

miw

requiredtrade was quite brisk and

1

prices ruled steady.

and firm. Quotable at $7.75(88.08for joist Riid
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GOSSIP OF THE DAY.

POLITICS A>’D POLITICIANS.

sermon delivered in Pes Moines,

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.

order among the people. This Mr.
Kelley uudeptfnk to do, and on the afEx-Gov. Z. B. Vance is generally Who Flr«t CoikHvoU tiie Jdea of m Farm- ternoon of Apm 3, 1868, he started on a
Donald McKay, the Chief of the scathing philippics against the secular
enC
Primary missionary tour to tlie benighted
named as the Democratic candidate for
Warm Springs Imliaus, who exhibited asilv n'^pspera.
things
Orffanlaatlon. df
.
Ihi.1
farmers. He found /itoudu and assistsuch grent bravery and skill in fighting | llt) . .. Nmo, ^Vth«iWl/ P»l>ers. Governor of North Carolina.
Mr. 0. H. KeOy, V»f Washington, Sec- ance everywhere. At Predonia, N. Y.,
the Modocs at the lava-beds, is now on
Senator Sargent,, of California, pre- retary of the National G*Uige of Patrons on April 15, I860, luf organized th*> first
No man of culture or literary ambition,
inmate of the Boston poor-house.
dicts that Senator Frhliughuysen will be of Husbandry, lias recently issued a vol- grange. At Chicago the second (grange
or who desiiyd to improve h^yuind,
the Republican candidate for the Presi- ume giving a history of the conception, was organized, and then Mr. Kelley bewould do it He would as soon ask his
birth and growth of the order. We an' gan to spread his order over the tVest.
The Atcliison,Topeka and Santa Fe
dency.
selyant to empty a pail of slop on his
indebted to the Washington correspond- The South next took it up, then the Terrailroad is making arrangements for an
Col.
John
8.
Mosby,
of
Virginia,
has
ent of the Chicago Intcr-OAMn for the ritories,and now the Patrons of Hushead every day from the chamber-winexcursion of prominent persons of Ulibeen invited by a committeeof Boston followinginteresting abstract of its con- bandry stretch their long Arms to the
nols^ llissotui,'Indiana, OWo^d'lo™ Jow 88 ^ reaJ thr°
',a')erstents:
parent head at Washiugton from nearly
citizens to deliver one of a series of ad• Mr. Kelly was a farmer in Minnesota, every town and village in the land.
over the line of that road to Grenada, “re n|,l,df "P of 1Bhort
dresses in Tremout Temple.
and sufferingseverelyfrom the drought
Col., leaving July
merfl ha8h; , rh^!1Ilve no
tleadDARINU BANK ROBBER!.
It is a singular fact that cold water, of 1862-3, he came to Washington as a
| mg thoughts in them— nothing to inclerk in the Agricultural Department,
The Clever Timne of Two Men and a WomThe foul tiend of the Chicago Times, Hpi™ the mind ; and their influenceis when introduced into politics,invariably
and here he remained till 180(1, when he
an In Indianapolis.
becomes
ouo
of
the
flerceet
issues
pernicious.”
in chroniclingthe visit of forty editors
went South bo gather information for
that politicians or conventions can hanA correspondentof the Cincinnati Cathat department concerning the agricultfrom the States to Montreal, panada,
dle.
tette thus describes the recent daring
ural conditionand prospects of tlio wurMICHIGAN NEWS.
maliciously remarks that “there were
Clark aud Todd counties, in Ken- swept land. Oue of tne results of his robbery of $5,800 from the Central
r
Bank at Indianapolis :
never so many quill-driversin the
tucky, both claim to have been tha ' oliservatiouwas an impression which
Albert Whipple, a lad about 12 years
It had been itortningduring the enQueen’s dominion since the days of the
birthplace of Secretary Bristow, since : afterward ripened into conviction, that
tire
morning, but about twelve o’clock
of age, was drowned in a mill-pond near he has commenced the revenue re- ' oue of the best means of reviving agridraft
the rain came down in such torrents tliat
Colmnbiavillewhile fishing.
| culture aud restoring kindly feelings
for half an hour the streets were nearly
A Chicago man was recently captured
Col. Ward H. Lamon, who wifi be among the Southern people was the or- deserted.About this time a hack drove
There were 400 old soldiers at the reganizationof a secret sooiety of agriby a band of marauding Indians near
union of the 4fch Michigan at Hillsdale, recalled as the friend and law-partnerof culturists,in which the two extremes of up to the hank, and the driver announced
Fort Laramie, and as the only hope of
President Lincoln, and who is now a
that a lady, who was inside, desired to
June 18. The affair was called a surterritory aud politicalopinion could meet
resident of Murtinsburg, W. Va., is comsaving his scalp he began talking about
see some one oorihected with the instituon a common basis and with a common
prising success m all respects.
ing into prominence as a candidate for
tion. The President,Mr. J. M. Ridenthe greatnessof Chicago, and with such
purpose. When Mr. Kelly returned he
Lewis Stuast has been elected pro- the Republican nomination for Governor broached the subject to many of his our, had been absent since ten o'clock,
singular effect that they immediately
of that State.
aud the cashier, Mr. C. B. Cones, had
fessor of Greek in Kalamazoo college.
friends, but met with little encourageleft him, one of the braves remarking os
Mr. E. L. Roberts, of North Canaan, ment. He persevered, however, aud just that moment passed out to dinner,
For four years past he has been tutor
he did so, “ Sheecago man heap much
Conn., is a thrifty legislator.In 18G2 soon found a fellow feeling in an asso- leaving the assistant cashier, Mr. Israel
aud
instructor
in
Greek
w
that instituhe expended in the recruiting service ciate at Washington,who has told the Taylor, and a teller, Mr. Robert Parker,
dam too big talker for Injun. Cheyenne
in (barge of the bank. Mr. Taylor
tion.
between
$70 and $80, and has never been story as follows:
lose urn left ear stay listen longer.”
therefore stepped to the carriage, and’ the
reimbursed by the State. Becoming a
The free-for-alltrottingrace at East
“On a rainy afternoon in the fall of HOG two
member of the* House of Representatives gentlemen were introduced to each other by a >etter to protect himself from the rain,
At Buel, the Utah mining camp, the Saginaw was won by the Chicago horse
this year, he introduced a bill for the mutual friend in one of the committee roonw of took a scat in the hack beside the lady.
other day, a fellow known i s “Frenchy,” Bodine. American Girl aud Judge Ful- payment of the claim, and succeeded in the National Capital. The oue wat from the She was a large, stout woman, dressed
frontier of the new State of Minnesota,and in a traveling suit, with her face closely
entered a restaurant and ordered some lerton were entered in the same race. pressing it through.
was a fair type of the active, energetic, euterhot cakes. The cakes were brought out Best time, 2:19}.
The Gentiles of Salt Lake City have prirtingand go-ahead Western farmer, who had veiled. As soon as the hack door was
been so often deceived in voting for just returned from a tour of the South, whither closed she stated that she desired to buy
steaming hot, but “ Frenchy” found a
The shooting match for the champion Gubernatorial candidateswhom .they he had been rent by order of the President of 88,000 worth of London exchange ; that
fly in one of them, and flung the dish on
medal of the Kent County Sportsmen’s supposed to be sound on the mouogamic the United Mates to investigateami rejort to she hod been advised by “Mr. Williams”
the Agricultural Departmentthe conditionand to do business with tlie Central Bank,
the floor. The proprietor,J. D. AnClub, at Grand Rapids, was won by question, but who proved after election nrosiMcts of the agricultural resourcesof the
and she hoped he would accommodate
drews, rushed into an adjoining room,
John Decker, ho killing 14 out of 15 to be “ on the contrary quite the re- Soutn. The other was a Vermonter, so re- her if possible, Mr. Taylor replied tliat
cently
from
the
green
hillsides
of
Yankeedom
verse,” that they are going to make sure
got a double-barreledshot-gun,and morbirds in the main contest, and 4 out of 5
that the habit of asking queationswhenever de- his bank could not accommodateher, but
this year of a candidate who cannot have
tnllv wounded the fastidiouscustomer.
sirable informationwas to be obtain e<l was still that the exchange could be procured at
in the tie.
more wives than oue. Their nominee is strong upon him. This chance meeting, so
Fletcher Sc Sharpe’s Bank, two or three
(Asual in its character, aud so like, in its perThe Christian Society of Marshall re Mrs. Mary A. Livermore.
doors south on the same street; they
In the claas about to graduate at Yale
This is Cassius M. Clay’s summon’ of sons and its incidents,the thousands of acci- were honest men and wonld treat her
there are nineteen students wiio ac- cently wiped out a church debt of $800, the Cincinnati Convention of 1872
dental meetings of strangers that occur ever}’
with respect. Mr. Taylor thinks he was
day, strikingly illustratesthe truth that
knowledge their profanity, nine swear by the very simple plan of eight mem- “The candidates at Cincinnati were
in the hack about three minutes. Just
“ ‘God moves in a myatcrloua way,
occasionally, two use a simple “ damn ” bers paying $100 each, aud now a com- Greeley, Brown, Adams, Davis, and
as Mr. Taylor left tlie bank by the PennHis wondera to perform,’
when exasperated,oue swears on princi- mittee is busy raising funds to meet the Trumbull. My personal preferencewas for from it sprang one ol the grandest aud most •ylvania street entrance a short, stoutly
for no one ; but my judgment was
beneficent, moral, indnstrial. social and educa- built fellow, with light hair, reddish
ple, and one swears like a pirate. Sixty expenses of the current year.
strongly for Greeley. I would cheer- cationalreforms of the century,if not of all mustache, aud sandy complexion, ensmoke and seventy-two say they never
A rabid dog made his appearance in fully then have supported any oue time. Tlie Vermonter at once marked his new
tered it by the Market street door, and
gamble. Thirty-twonever drink any- the north portion of t ie city of Mar- named. Brown was always my choice Western acquaintance as legitimate pretv He immediately inquired of Mr. Parker if
The Adams had hist returned,not only with his note-book Mr. Ridenour was in. The teller, who
thing, and two set themselvesdown as shall one evening last week, creating for the Vice-Presidency.
with notes upon the agricultural condimen organized the convention, made tilled
tion aud resources of the South, hut with his could see Mr. Ridenour'sdesk from where
“reformed drunkards;” only live, the quite a sensation.Two or three children
Schurz President, brought down the head crammed with information aud impres- he was standing, replied that he was not
statisticians say, can be called “hard were considerably scratched by the dog Adams family chair from Quincy, Mass., sions as to the political feelings aud the social
but was expected every moment. “ I’m
drinkers.”
but not bitten. The dog was killed.
made the platform to suit themselves, status of its people,gleaned by personal con- sorry,” replied the stranger, “but peraud supposed they had the game in their tact with aud observation among them. All haps you can give me the desired inforA ciiiiD G years of age was killed by a
tins informationand all those impressions the
The French courts are very severe stroke of electricity during a thunder own hands. What we wanted was to other desired to know, and enforced his de- mation.” He then stated that his sister,
save the South from Ciwarism and bar- mands with such pointed and iwraistent queshaving recently sold some real estate,
upon Americans who live by their wits,
shower at St. Johns, a few days ago. The barism. The politicians, however, who tions, that the afternoon was consumed in undesired him to place the proceeds, $4,and fleece Frenchmen. Some time ago,
current followed the stovepipe in the were not “on* the wane aud decay,” interruptedconversationaud discussion. Din- 700, on deposit where it would lie safe
Gen. John C. Fremont wr.8 condemned
were foolish enough to get up a free ner was forgotten, daylight faded, twilight and draw a fair interest, and that he
house where the child and a brother were
deepened into darkness,the gas was lighted
trade plank ! This was by us defeated. aud the conversation still ran on. The evento a year or two’s imprisonmentfor
would be under obligations if he (Parker)
sleeping on the floor. The brother was
The Adams family never had the confi- ing hours had recorded themselves upon the wonld inform him of their rules, rates,
floatingfiaudulent bonds; Perkins, the
not injured.
dence of the South ; as a Southerner, I dial aud fled before the new friends separated, etc. Haring done so briefly, he desired
liuk between America and the Bourbon
each having received ideas which neither hail
The name of Baldwin City Postoffice felt that Adams’ defeat wits necessary. before entertained."
Mr. Parker to figure out for him the infamily, now languishes in a Paris jail
At the proper time I advised Brown to
in Lake comity has been changed to decline in favor of Greeley, aud take the
These gentlemen talked the matter terest on 84,700 for one year at five per
because he cheated his landlady; and
cent. While this rcouost was being
over
repeatedlytill their pious were very
Baldwin by the department. As there is Vice- Presidency. The Hon. James S.
oue Finnan, an American Spiritualist,
complied with, Mr. Taylor, came in, and
Rollins, of Missouri, telegraphedfor much matured, and Mr. Wim. Saunders, the stranger,having obtained tlie dewho took “spirit photographs,”has one by that name in Jackson county,
of the AgriculturalDepartment,whom
persons wishing their letters to go to Francis P. Blair, Jr., who came aud apsired information, quietly withdrew,
just been convicted of swindling, and
proved my suggestion.The result was I have just quoted, communicated the thanking the teller for Lis courtesy.
the right place will have to add the
sent up for six months.
the nomination of Greeley and Brown. idea to friends lie met at ihe meeting of
For a moment Taylor and Porker exname of the county to the address.
Fenton, of New York, 1 lielieve,went the United States Pomological Society in changed jokes at the expense of the
St. Louis in 18G8, with whom also it met
When Dio Lewis promulgated his While John Redmire, a farmer living East before the nomination.”
“ veiled woman in the hack,” when the
with great favor.
former,
not seeing the usual wile of
grand economic theory of life at fifty a few miles from Grand Rapids, was culA Dog’s Long Journey Home.
Mr. Anson Bartlett, of North Madison,
money
on
the counter, said, “Parker,
cents per week it was supposed that the tivating corn, his wife came to the field
The Cincinnati Commercial asserts Lake countv, Ohio, was the next gentle- where's your money?” For an instant
world had at last touched bottom, and with an umbrella, which scared the that although the followingstory is not man to unite his fortunes with the inrecent

Iowa, he uttered the most
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Parker stoml like one struck with paralysworn to before a Justice of the Peace it cipient society, and a brisk correspond- sis, and then, as if comprehendingthe
ence was continued for several months, ait
im tiiMi
iiwul “* It
Tt’a
at/il<ni tliat
situation,
exclaimed,
s stolen,
that
numbered. But now’ comes forward an mg him imder the cultivator, and injur- is strictlytrue : “ In August, 1872, Mr.
Grouel, the venerable gardener of Larz in which the plans were fully discussed man and woman are in the conspiracy I”
ing
him
to
such
extent
as
to
cause
death
aged Georgian to whom the economy of
Anderson, Esq., aud Mr. Anderson’s son, and still farther matured. MissC. A. He ran to the rear of the room, and disLewis is the most reckless extravagance. hortly afterward.
Charles, were on a prairie chicken hunt Hall, a niece of Mr. Kelley, and at pres- covered that the door leading into the
in the neighborhood of Sheldon, 111. ent Assistant Stewardess of the National President’s room from Market street was
Fifty cents a week ! Why, the sum total
Recent Michigan postal changes : EsThey
had along with them Mr. Grauel’s Grange, was admitted to confidence,and open. Just then Mr. Ridenoiu1entered,
of his expenditures for food is but ton
tablished— R&nn’a Mill, Shiawassee favorite imported dog Maxy. During a to her, the multitude of farmers’ wives
and in a moment it was plain to all where
dollars a year, and his health and
county, Benjamin F. Raun, Postmaster. hot, thirsty tramp oue day, when the aud daughters owe their memliership of the money had gone. In leaving the
strength are all that can be wished. There
DiVonri'mied— Columbia, Jackson coun- stock of water with the party had been the grange. These, with the Rev. Dr. bank ten minutes before, Cashier Cones
is not much variety about his diet— in
exliausted, the dog was overcome with Trimble, of Washington, Mr. Ireland, had very carelessly neglectedto lock the
ty ; Olive, Clinton county. Postmasters
with heat aud fatigue. Poor Maxy was of the PostofficeDepartment,and J. R. back or west entrance on Market street,
fact it is plain corn bread and water and
Appointed— THomti Station, Kent comi- left for dead on the prairie, after the Thompson constituted the body of comand while the lady had “ flirted” with
nothing more— but he thrives upon it.
ty, William B. Barnard ; Lament, Ot- body had been covered with freshly- municants at that time.
Tavlorin tlio carriage, and the red musWhen the plans were all made the tacned stranger had engaged Parker,
tawa county, Charles Pitman ; Morgan plucked grass, aud other suitable funerCount Waldeck had a rival centenaal rites had been performed. On the fol- question of a name came up, and, as is thief number three, haring gained access
Station, Newaygo county, James M.
lowing dav the hunters passed that way, always the case, every person interested through this door, had quietly slipped
rian in Philadelphia,if all accounts be
Smith ; St. Louis, Gratiot county, James
had one to suegest,each thinking his up in the rear of Parker, poctetea the
true. Thomas Taylor, who has just Paddock ; Vermontville, Eaton comity, and out of sympathy visited the grave of
the dog. the body liad disappeared. own the best The following are some money and os quietly withdrawn and esdied in that city, is alleged to have
“ independent
The suspicionwas aroused that, mayhap, of the suggestions
Albert G. Jewell.
caped. After leaving the bank the two
Farmers,”
“pudepeudent
Order of Pro- men seem to liavo separated.Qne went
reached the age of 103 years. He was
the burial was a premature one, aud acPostm aster-GeneralJewell has es- cordingly a search for Maxy was made, gressive Farmers,” “Knights of the
present at the burial of Sir John Moore,
directly to the hotel, where he settled
the Sickle,” their hill, and, calling for a hack, ordered
tablished
nineteen new money-order but without success. The hunters lin- Plow,” “Knights
and at Waterloo, where he was Lieutengered in the vicinity for several days, “Knights of the Flail,” “Rustics,” the driver, Ben. Irving, to drive as rapant of the 88th Connaught Rangers, offices in Michigan, as follows : Alma,
and imder an offer of a liberal reward, “Mushrooms,” “Fungi,” “Lords of idly os possible for the depot. On the
then under the command of Col. Han- Gratiot county ; Baldwin, Lake ; Clare, village boys scoured the prairie for the the Soil,” “Brethren of the Vine,”
way the other man was picked Up, aud
cock, afterward Lord Cnstlemaine.In Clare ; Clio, Genesee ; Constantine, St. body of the missing beast, though in “ Templars of Industry,” “ Companions after settling their hack fare, both were
of Labor,” “Yeomen of Columbia,”
1852 he camo to America, and was made, Joseph ; Coral, Montcalm ; Eaton Rap- tain, and the unfortunate fellow was
lost in the crowd. The thirty-five mingiven up for gone. On Wednesday last, “Sons of the Soil,” “The League of utes past twelve train for Chicago, via
by the help of Bishop Odenheimer,sex- ids, Eaton ; Farwell, Clare ; Flushing,
who but Maxy himself should run into Husbandry.”
the I„ C. and L. tram, was about leavton of the Church of the Ascension, in Genesee ; Hartland, Livingston ; Man- Mr. Grauel’s house, in this city, and
Finally Mr. Anson Bartlett suggested
ing,
was thought the trio departed
Philadelphia,a position which he held chester, Washtenaw ; Mendou, St. greet Mrs. Grauel in the same old friend- “Patrons of Industry,” which every- on it.
Ottawa ; Pierson, ly manner. But he was tottering on his body thought was good, hut too general,
imtil seven years ago. Mr. Taylor had Joseph ; Nunioa
Montcalm ; Sault de St. Marie, Chip- feet, and seemed sorely battered and and Mr. Kellev’s suggestion to substi- A Clirlslittu Converted to Buddhism.
received medals from the British govaged and thin in flesh. He gave ne his- tuto “ Husbandry” was agreed to, and
Judge Strange,of Madras, lias recently
pewa ; Schoolcraft, Kalamazoo ; Yonernment for bravery.
tory of his travels, or how ho had spent : the infant was named,
been
converted from Christianityto
dolia, Cass ; Vicksburg, Kalamazoo ; the three years away, or how he had : Mr. Kelley then sent out circulars to
Buulhism. The Judge went from Engtraced his ooijxsp for ajiout 300 njiles to 1 leading agriculturists in the country,
This is how a victim says it feels: White Pigeon, St. Joseph.
land to India an earnest Christian,and
the old home of his ma&er aud mistress, notifying them of the steps that had
“Take a man and pin tliKy? or four large
The Grand Rapids Eagle tells thi Truly, the good pld dog received a hearty 1 been taken, and solicitingtheir co-opera- when not attending to the duties of his
irofession sought to convert the Heathen
tablecloths about him, fastened back story of a conscience-strickenthief: welcome from the venerable man and I tion, togetherwith any suggestionsthey
lindoos around him.; Singular to relate,
with elastic and looped up with ribbon; *On Svmday a commercialtraveler had wife, who looked upon Maxy as a great : might choose to offer in the way of furlis investigationof the Hindoo religion
drag all his own hair to the middle of his wallet, containing $75, stolen while pet. But, sorry to sav, the dog seems to i ther improvements before introducing ed him to adopt it as superior 'to Chrishave come home to die, and probably, the organization to the public,
tianity, and he now declares the whole
his head and tie it tight, and hairpin on atone of the pleasure resorts on the
despite the best attentions, will survive Very encouraging replies were resubstructureof the latter to be a humbug,
about five pounds of other hair and a West Side. Yesterday morning, while only a short time.
ceived from all sourcee,and on Nov. 15,
the New Testament to lie a fraud aud
big bow of ribbon. Keep the front ho was standing upon tl^e steps of
—
; 1867, a meeting was held in this city, aw
the earthly existence of Jesus himself to
One of those things which no fellow ; the minntes read, “for the purpose of
locks on pins all night, aud let them gweet’8 Hotel, pondering upon a plan to
lie doubtful. It is extremelyprobable,
can be expected to find out is whether j organizingan order of agriculture in the
however, tliat the sudden stfimpedeof
tickle his eyes all day ; pinch his waist 8Uppiy himself with funds for Ins daily
Colonel Prescott or General Putnam j United States.” There were present six
the English Judge to the Hindoo camp
into (V cornet, And give him glovee a expenses, a stranger stepped up and commanded the Americans at Bunker | gentlemen. The order was formally orwill not have the effect of destroringthe
size too small and shoes ditto, and a hat ponded him the lost wallet, saying: “I Hill— a problem which is profoundly ag- 1 ganized, the name, “Patrons of Hus- Christianfaith or even shaking the con
itating the heart of Massachusetts,and bandry,” waa • adopted, and the motto
that will not etey on without a torturing stole tlli8 from you ye8terday,but you
fidence of those who have made a life
which promises to remain a vexed ques- “ Esto Perpctud ” was chosen.
test of its beneficialdootrmes.-^Oovr/erelastic, and a frill to tickle his chin, and a
find the contents all right.” The tion to all future time.. The latest conThe committee who had lieen appointJoumal,
••'! .1
little lace veil to blind his eyes whenever Clliprifc fcheu /nahed wound a street cor- tributions to the literatureof this contro- ed to draw up a constitution performed
versv are from the pens of Mr. George their duty, and on the 4th of December
he goes out to walk, and he will know ner and disappeared.
A MAN who had saved the life of a
E. Ellis, who has enlisted(metaphor- it was adopted, and Mr. Ireland elected daughter of a Boston millionaire received
what a woman’s dress is.”
ically) under the historical gray linen Master ; Bartlett, Overseer ; Thompson, $2.50 from the grateful parent He was
Silverware may be kept bright and sack which Prescott wore on the battle- Lecturer ; Muir, Steward ; and Saun- so overcome with the munificent bounty
Rev. J. M. Gregory, President of the clean by coating the articles(wanned)
field, and Mr. Samuel Adams Drake, ders, Treasurer. Jan. 7, 1868.
that he paid out every cent of it to sevenIllinoisIndustrial University,has a very with a solution of collodion diluted with who vigorously asserts the claims of
Now the organization was complete,
“Old Put.”
poor opinion of the daily press. In a alcohol
and it only remained to introduce the
that the

days

of poverty and want were

horses, causing them to run away, tlirow
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the day after the murder, Sunday, it

Ratine

^ntdlujcncc.

beyond
many

hid

POET

of the

ARRIVALS.
mdM.
mdM.
HopulOmUth

Strar Huron, 71 pkgu
nuron 100 pkn

M

8chr
Scow CoMttr

“

78

V

cords boUs.

CoutMt
8chr I. L Skunk.

A nephew of Pound,

On Wednesday the old

Schr I. L. Shank.
SUnr Sky Lark. O cords bolts.
Schr koi'r Brothers.
“ Tri-Color,W ton Iron.
Bt. B? S sndard Sock, f cords sUtc bolU.
Stmr Union, 180 pkp mdse.
Schr Joses.
•* Wollln.

man

Fuller was

arraigned before Recorder Pagelson, at

Grand Haven, on the charge of murder.
He plead "not guilty,”aud the examination was fixed for next Wednesday. As

I
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DEPARTURES.

M. D.

Jo.

often heard

HOWARD.

informed about the

LIME

And

Lake Michigan.
I have flitted

Holland, Mich., April

of Ordinance JTo.

three

details «f \hfs so-called

4/,

entitled T

An

Ordin-

ance relative to Fire Limits passed Aupast 20 } 1869.
The City of Eollanl Ordains

20,

1875.

300 to 400 persons, just the
thing for

10-tf

Sabbath School Fic-nics

SCHOUTEN’S

M-miimnwiuiiT

AND

w

— SOLID AT

as follows :

and that hence he might

the bat he

VAN SCHELVEN,

Editor.

his

capture made him

an "attractive” individual for the time be-

MEAT MARKET

And here the matter rests for the present. But we confess that it is adding in-

1875

3,

IN THE

—

ing.

Saturday, July

^tlmtisscmrntji.

could. He was satisfiedthat the

reward placed upon

G.

pm

him-

hands of his "friends,” and do

self in the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

ns well place

-

Capt. F. R. Brower,
HOLLAND, MICH.

-

BY

WALSH,

H.

FIRST

Many persons anxious

near this place.

secure the reward and to

show

m

lug for him on Saturday, Sunday and

Monday. No
his

reliable informationas to

having been seen by any of these ama-

teur detectives was to he had aud the

became impressed with the fact that

it

SOUTER-McOLENTIC-At Holland City.
1,

both

day and night. The

on

travelingPublic and all others
who want a good dinner can get it at the

pursuit

Thursday morning the

PUBLIC JLETTING.

Sealed proposals will be received bv the
report reached the city that he had been
ardundersigned,
for the building of a
captured. This proved true. The fugl
School house, on the corner of Maple and
tive becoming weary of life in the woods
Eleventh street in the city of Holland.
with but littlefood and continual fear of The building will be one-storyhigh, 28 x
capture, went to the house of Mr. John C. 48, and veneeredwith brick. The materiCoUrell on Thursday, at an early hour, als to be furnishedby the contractor. Plan
and specifications can be found at the
and gave himself up to Mr. Cottrell.They store of Van Laudegend & Metis; also the
started for this place, but Sheriff Woltman terms of payment. All bids must be in
met them and took the prisoner to Grand before Saturday, July 10, 1875, 7 o’clock,
Haven, without bringing him here. It is p. m. The committee reserves the right
to relect any and all bids.
said that they feared trouble from the
By order of the Board of Education
friends of Mr. Pound, but if this was the
J. Van Landegend,]

W

only reason
as

it

was not n very weighty one

we know that our citizens are all will-

ing to let the prisoners have the benefit of
a fair and impartial trial. If found guilty
of this terrible murder,

we

fair

incident in

Cappon,

W.

Benjaminse,

T. E. Ann

fall

shows how the innocentever

suffer

good
Co.

a

Building
Committee.

is.

Holland, Mich., June

ESTFor
upon them. Ranters &
connectionwith this af-

treme penalty of the law

An

say let the ex-

J.

fl

30,

1875.

“

iPHCEINTX.”

Ice Cream and StrairberryShort-Cake,
every day during the berry season. Hew
Potatoes,and New Tomatoee and all the delicaciesthe home and foreign market af-

fords.

J. MC VICAR, Proprietor.
Holland, June 25, 1875.

CRAMPTON BROTHERS,
6,

8

and

10

18-34.

MY OFFER.

To any one who wishes to keep a Livery,
upon the children.A young girl Stable, and run a 'Buss from and to the
about fonrteen years of age was coming RailroadDepots and a Hotel, I offer the
At greatly reduced rates. The
from Grand Rapids to Holland on the use of the barn of the J2TNA HOUSE,
free of charge, with an additional bonus
train. A gentleman took a seat by her for running it in connection with my HoPure Home-made Wines, at the
side. The conversationsoon turned upon tel. This is a splendidopportunity and
Wine-cellar of Mr. De Jong,
- the murder case, and the man gave vent any one wishing to invest will address:
P. Zalsman,
to his feelings by saying that "he hoped
River street, are now offered to
fall

jEtna House,
Holland, Mich.

ought

to live,”

&c.

The

girl at this buftt

Holland, April

28,

1875.

11—18

1874, is now sold at
my father
Special Notice.
and brother.” The scene can better be
imagined than described, but to say the
•1.00
The City Drug Store will be kept
least it was a very touching one. The open on Sundays, until further notice is
in quantities of. not less than
young girl passed through our city yester- given.
Hkber
Walsh,
day on, her way to the Lake Shore to see
Five Gallons.
Proprietor.
her brother. She is a bright, intelligent
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1875. 8w
Holland, Sept. 18, 1874.

PER GALLON,

it

seems sad that the curse

T. & A. X.

of Cain must fall on her with the guilty.

The reward offered for

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
.

the capture of

5,

1875.

les-tf

|

n

been spared by the new Proprietor to make it

PUMPS! PUMPS! FIRST-CLASS.
The table will be supplied
If yon want pumps, don’t be deceived by slop
shop work, that Is being brought In from other
quarters which Is made for to sell and not for to
work, nor to la?t; It will get out of order and yon
will get out of patience
naticnce with it and pull the trash
out of your well. Then yon go to

IP.

with the best the market
and the season afford.

The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and

BL WILIMIS,

elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenienceof Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample

1875.

room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connect-

I

ed with the Hotel.

J.

W.

MINDERHOUT,

Prop’r.

jy

Holland City being located at the
bend of Black Lake, six miles from Lake

w.nt to dl.pose of tn 80 icre f.nn, worth U.OtO
.[“/p";
cursionists and fishing parties, and the Proat a great sacrifice,
25 acres of this land
is improved, and contains 4 acres of
prietor will do all in his power for the acbearing orchard.
commodation of his guests, and render
their stay pleasant.

SOIL.

WERKMAN &

SONS,

General1 Dealers.

A GREAT BARGAIN.

River Street,

.....

Holland.

o

Locatlon-6miles south-east of the City of Hol- Announce to the Pupllc that they h&ve received
M. D. HOWARD,
large and new stock of
Cor. 8th and River Streets.
Holland City, Mich.
May 9th, 1875.

land.

J.

M. Reidsema & Son.

-

o—

-

The oldest Furniture House in
the City.
Always keep

a tall and well selected stock of Furniture,at prices correspondingwith the times.

Wall Paper,

Window Shades,

HOLLAND, MICH.,

.

„

Tills

I

A Regular Commnnlcation of Unity Lodub,
Carpets,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and ColNo. 191. 1. A K. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July lection business. Collections made on all points
On Tuesday, the Pros. Attorney and 14, at 7# o'clock,
Oil Cloths,
in the United States and Enrope. Partlcnlarattention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
_ J4
.
Gao. Lauder, W. M.
the Sheriff, accompanied by Watson,
Remittances made on day of payment, AH busiJ. O. Doesbum,
47-ly
Feathers,
made another search on the Fuller preminess entrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits,subject
Feather Beds,
ses, and obtained some more links which
l o. of o. r.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and
sold.
Tickets
to and from all points In Europe
are to make the chain of evidence against
Mattresses,
^-Independent Order sold at my office.
them. In the afternoon the scene of the of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetlnn At Odd 106
N. KENYON.
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
murder was also visited, and a close search of each week.
Wall paper bought of vs, will be trimmed
made after the clothing;but in vain. The Visiting brothersare cordiallyinvited.
„
John Kramer, N. Q.
free of charge.
M. Harrinoton, Bee. Sec'y.
Somethingnew. Address,, The BeverlyOo, Chicago.
Fullers having been Been on the creek on
46-2 1 ly

wo

Clerk.

House has changed PrO
.
, .i
times with the choicest of all kinds of Meats, as pnetorS, and IS ODCn to the
the differentseason of thb year mar demand. All
..
... XT 1 . .
ask Is to give me a call and^arisf^yourselvosof traveling ])U UllC. JN O paiUS have

Melvin duller was $200.

_ - Sec'y.
-

DUNN,

the Public. The vintage of

into tears and sobbed, “they are

looking girl and

E. 8.

.
.
J 7

new
all

Just East of the City Hotel I have opened a
Meat Market where the public will be served at

WHSTE CLAY

with the guilty,or the sins of the fathers

On Board.

Holland, Mich,, May, 1875.

Meat Market.

I

Rutgers Place, and 38 and 35 Jeffer-

15-tf.

,-•1,1

FOE; SALE.

son Street,New York.

they would be hung,” “auch villains hadn’t

-t
New

Improved Farm

4,

Chicago, and

RMDALL.|CITY HOTEL,

CHAIIFTOH IKFEML SOAP,
IS THE "BEST.”

2,

DEPUY & LAWLER, 22-20 River
Street,

ft-lyr.

Cor. 10th and River Streets and buy yon a good
substantial and easy working pump, which has
been put down to wholesale prices, ?o low that a
person can buy one for almost half what they nsed
to cost. Wilms will sell his horses and quit peddling Pumps, and therefor sell them lower at
the Factory.
This Soap Is manufacturedfrom pure materials,
Holland. Mich. May 11,
13-tf
and aa It contains a large perccntaKe of Vegetable
Oil, Is warrantedfully equal to the best Imported
Castile Soap, and at the same time possessesall
the washing and cleansing properties of the celebrated German and French Laundry Soaps. It is
therefore recommendedfor use in the Laundry,
Kitchen, and Bath-room, and for general household
purposes;also for Printers,Pamters, Engineers,
and Machinists, as It will remove stains of Ink,
Grease, Tar. Oil, Paint, etc.,(Vom the hands. Manufactured only by

ve-cent cigar, go to L. T.

For further particulars apply to P
PFANSTIEHL, Holland and

C. Klein & Co.
Bowery, New York; Post Office Box. 5486

Holland, May

The

CHICAGO,

Saturday.

Cha’s J.

DINING HALL.

special $oticr$.

HOLLAND,

Tuesday, Thursday, &

Address the Publishers.

AND

Holland Township.

Leaving

stamps.

•PHOENIX HOTEL

by G.

trips between

Monday, Wednesday AFriday;

This Lectureshould he in the hands of
every yonth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in • plain envelope, to any address, poet-paid,on receipt of six cents or two post

was

had been abandoned by nearly all these
parties, when,

1875,

men

rather hard work traveling through the

woods

Mich.,

Van Scublvbn, Esq.. Alfbbd
Eobebt Sootbb sad Susan McClbntic, both of

July

Leaving

cally.

1875.

Partid

Fuller was to be captured were out search-

Weekly

SOUTH HAVEN'

Via

I

S. I.

Tri-

Imy

gerous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual,by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what nls conditionmay
he. may cure himself cheaply, privately,and radi-

J7ARD.

make

Will

Just published, a new eddltlon of
Dr. CnlvinriU’i Cilebratid
on
the radical cure (withoutmedicine)

travagance, Ac.
Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirtyyears’ success-

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holland, April 2.
W. BUTKAU.

to

ALEX. ELTON, Master,

of Spebmatorrikkaor Seminal
Weakness. InvoluntarySeminal Losses, Ixpotbn
ct, Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediments
to Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy
and Fits, inducedby self-indulgence or Sexual ex-

127

14-tf.

HURON,

25, 1875. 2-tf

MOonowLosuowmmB!

—

1875.

20,

The Side-wheel Steamer.

Holland, Mioh.

trade.

how easily

May

Druggist,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

think that as murderers the
Fullers should he so successful, that the
THE MURDER CASE.
“father’’is enabled to secure and retain
The undersigned announce? to the Public that
able counsel with the aid of the money of he has finished nis new Meat-Market,and is now
The excitement in regard to this horrible
ready to supply his customers with all kinda of
their victim, and that the "son” may be Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealaffair has been kept up this week by the equally fortunate through the very reward
ing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
presence of Melvin C. Fuller in the woods which the people offered for his capture. those who wish to favor him with part of their
sult to injury to

will address

—

“

L. Shank, 26 cords bark.

Persons wishing to charter'

Wholesale and Retail

:

“Skction 1. All of the City of Holland, both
the original plat and the several additlona thereto,
shall be and the same is hereby conutltutedthe
Fire Limits of the City of Holland."
Sac. 2. That section three of eald Ordinance
he amended bo as to read as follow?:
"Bic. 8. From and after the passage of this
Ordinanceany building or buildings to bo erected
“ A. P'ujger, 85 cords s’abs.
our "detectives”prompt and in advance altered and constructed in which fire is to be used
Simr Union, suodriea.
shall be provided with good ard sufficient brick
of any one of the authorities.The former chimneys,subject at all times to the inspectionof
8«:hr J. L. Shank, 28 cords bu k.
*• Tri-Color,81 m ash lumber.
drove out there at once; met Fuller nud the authoritiesduly qualified and empowered to
Scow Banner, 75 m ft timber
examine and approve of such chimney or chim8cbr Hope, sundries.
the old man Cottrell on the road, near De neys; provided, this section shall not apply to
“ Four Bro hers. 40 cords wood, 60 cords bark,
bnlldlngs, mills, factories and other premises
Yoe’s house, about five miles from toVn, where steam is used as a motive power."
stmr Huron, lundiles.
“ Huron, 17 m staves 80 bbls heading 40 pkgs took him into the buggy and proceeded Sic. 8. This Ordinanceshall take effect twenty
mdse.
days from its passage.
schr I. L. Shank, 28 cords bark.
with him to Grand Haven direct arriving
Pasted:June 30, A. D. 1875.
** Tri-Coior 40 m staves.
there at noon, beating the sheriff in the
“ WolMn 00 m lumber.
Approved: June 30, A. D. 1875.
A. Plugger '•0 cords wood 40 cords bark,
race.
J. VAN LANDEGEND, Mayor.
stmr Huron. 2.4 m slaves. 16 m hoops, 6 m sq headAttest: Q. Van Schblvbn, City Clerk
The story is a simple one. Young Fuling. 80 bbla heading,
schr MarV. fOcotla wood.
ler knew too well that he could not escape;
1.

Excursion Parties.

|

Have* specific influencenpon the Liver and
Bowels, and stimulate these organs Into such vigorous action that the impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
impurities of the Blood.

Skction 1. Th»t section one of Ordinance No.
47, entitled an Ordinancerelative to Fire Limits.
p&Med Augutt 80, 1869, be amended so ae to read

up a large and

suitable barge with awnings
and seats, which can carry from

|

HHISE1 UBS,

Of BENTS'

DL

Ordinance,
To amend Sections one and

have been

surrender of young Fuller. Some time
Stmr Huron, 8 ro hoops.
Schr Contest, 80 cords wood.
in the morning the two started for town.
“ I. L Shank, 80 cords wood.
Stmr Huron, sundries.
The old man however took care to send his
Bchr Wollln, 50 m ash lumber.
boy ahead, bo that the news should first
Hope, counUr produce.
Scow Sprar, 85 coins bark.
reach those for whom it was intended.
Schr Joses 8 m hemlock ties.
“ A . Rugger, 85 cords wood.
Young Fuller has a child, which is beStmr Huron, sundries.
ing
cared for at Cottrell’s house. For
“ bmndard Rock,
»• Huron, 40 m fb slaTes.
several days it was suspectedthat he was
Schr I. L. Shsnk. 86 cords bark.
Bt. Dg Sky Lark, 60 m ash lumber.
concealed there, and made that place his
Schr Four Bi others, 40 colds wood, 40 cords bark.
head-quarters, and also that this fact could
“ Tri-Color,SI m ash lumbeu
SiBg Standard Rock.
not bo unknown to our deUctivM{ ?).
Simr Huron, sundries.
Scow W. L. Bites, 60 cords hart.
The young man Cottrelldelivered his
Schr Joses, 65 m feet w w lumber.
message in such a manner that it reached
“ Mary, 90 cords baik.

“

!

BLACK T.AKK

Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

68.

An

and prayer.

Since writing the above 'wC

t-H

ii

plat.

14-tf

crime, and

his

to burst out into tears

o
o
«
o
o
m
09

PRICES VERY EOW.

alone in his meditations, seems to feel the

Bchr Mary.
I. L Shank.

!

The propeller Twi-light has
been purchased by me for the
express purpose of acommodating the Public for Lake
Excursions on

HIS.

o
W
o
o
£

C, West Addition.

“

in his cell, when he is left

The prisoner

Wollln.
A. Pluraer.
Stmr Huron, 400 bides 00 pkgs mdse.

EXCURSIONS

|

in session

Lots 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
and 15 in Blocks E and H West Addition.
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, Block 25, old plat.

Watson with the crime.

“
“

.

81.

“

1,

“ 14,

Grand Haven, and G.
this city. What the theory

of

opened

•tor* of Mr.
ark*t Streets.

Also 300 Lots in my addition to the Cily
of Holland, on long time, at 7 per cent
of the defense will be, wo could not state interest and no payment down on the
with accuracy, but it is likely to be either latter.
FULL
No reflectionupon the "Board."
insanity, an alibi, or an attempt to charge

Si

* MepU,

the owner and agent for the follow-

“ 2, “
“ 5, “

G. C. Stewart, of

“ A. Plngjwmr Huron 4M hides, 75 pk^i mdse.
Schr I. L. Shank.
“ Tri-Color,16 pkgs mdse.
Scow Banner, 100 ke^s beer.
Schr Hope, sundries.
“ Two Brothers, 40 pkjs mdse.
Simr Huron, 180 pkgs mdse.
Schr I. L. Shank.
“ TH-Color, 400 bush. corn.

am

as the "Board of Review,”
shall spprise them st:
Lot if, Block 29.

counsel for the defense have been retained

Msrr

Formerly o,

1875. 19-21

24,

ing City Loti, which I will sell at such prict s

Mr. 8. Waldron, of

ing after the effects of the deceased.

uoron

Store.

1875

Vo the Editor Qf the Holland City Newt:

Coldwster,arrived here on Tuesday, look-

Plnyr^

Strar Huron
Huron pkgs md»e.
SiAodtrd Rock,____
W cordf iUT* boltt.
Bt. BgSuwdsrdHlock
Blmr
bides. 85 pkp mdse.

“

-

Holland, Mich., Juno

ing appellation.

'• Wollln.
Scow Bpruy.
Schr Josm.
A.

Waiah’s City Drng

inlets

WurzJ18Y5-

G.

Cha’s

Of writing paper and envelopes at

possibilityof finding, in one

of the marsh along the
shores of Pine Creek. The spot where
the body had laid was still marked by the
stench and pieces of skin scattered over
the
he mud. The locality Is a dismal one,
d since the murder there committed,
wiII never be known by soy sweet sound-

OFHOLLAND.

A Choice Lot

is

presume that the clothing has been

fair to

tf

COFFIN'S.

Which

Is

more complete

In

ever^ departmentthan

Flannels,
Repellents,
Cotton a des
Shawls,

Young

Ladles’ Goods.

Skirts,

Ladies and

Gentlemen’s

Underwear,
Prints,

Notions,
Hats As Caps.

Give them aScall before buying elsewhere.

CHEAP FOR CASH.
Holland, Mich., Sept.

15,

1871

*

47-8s-ly

Mu. D.

The

!

Mouse, of St. Joseph, is ( Ottawa county has fifty saloons, under
eye view of the the new law, and Allegan county thirty-

City.

dotting

I).

here, sketching a bird’s

I

— —

yacht Sutton is at TraverseCity.

,

Hope Church Sabbath-schoolwill have
pic-nic on next Wednesday.

The Grand Haven

1A0

0

Trotting Park Associ-

has been put afloat and ation is out about $1,000 on

last fall for $90,

FIFIELD

J. J.

recent trot-

its

ting season.

fitted out.

its

-

two.

hammer

The scow Spray, sold under the

Hi
nil

Has opened up a new Store in the FIRST
WARD of the City of Holland. The
The amount disbursed by the Director Mr. A. Dk Wit, the sign-painter, leaves
A new time table went into effectonthe
new building lately occupied by
of the Poor for the month of June is $67. for Uie old country to-day. He does not Chicago and Michigan Lake Shore RailMr. Boe, as a Bakery, has been
road, on Sunday.
expect to return before the winter.
fitted up to receive a
Rev. Dr. A. C. Van Raalte Is expect*
«d

at Pella, Iowa, to fix up

We

some church

intend to leave Europe for here on the 10th week, for Rochester, N. Y., where

troubles there-.— RtefcWod.

the Holland

inst., taking passage on

Fourth op July Orators— Judge
son at Lansing; Gen. Butler

he

The

barge Elita, of Bangor,

for months, has finally

an American spiritualist,

somewhat fixed up and
Mr.

ceased persons, has been convictedof

last

which has

Mr. D. De

left

Van^
\

V hies, late of the firm of

store of

the harbor, Mr. P. F. Pfanstlebl, on the corner of
River and Ninth street, and expects

repaired.

to

J.

Produce.

week. The new

Messrs. Boone & Alberti received six

swindling,and sentenced to six months already on the grounds, making the necessary arrangements to begin at

once with on Sunday morning. Mr. H. Boone

spring.

the work let this

The Council have amended the Ordin-

List of letters remaining in the Post

whole city for the purpose of preventing Office at Holland, Mich., July
the erection of anything else but brick

The

Law-

the one

steam

ven.

E.

Messrs. E. Van Der Veen

>U^yntr

’

f-'VXK*

Zeeland
Crockery
Holland

Ninth

street

in the consistory

room

Church— have

and give notice of

from the C. & M. L. S. R. R.

pre-

silk hat in recognitionof his

the liquor deal-

for taxes assessed against
ers

roll has

of

this

city. The whole assessment

up

been paid

with the exception

of Messrs. E. Kruisiuga&

Hope College is deserted. Nearly all
the students have gone and none of the
members of the faculty intend to remain.

80.00

ident— Dr. Phelps, Profs Beck
to

Son $150, and

Farmers will

had been calling upon

and then

leave shortly in the same direction. his former patients here, whose confidence

dowment. We

learn that Prof. Crispell surgeon stood high

the estimation

in

of the Grand Haven intends to be engaged in behalf of the this public.
Company, of which the stock Is Huguenot Professorship Endowment, while/
We have been shown a communication
principally held by George Henry and the Prof. Kollen will continue his work /
from New Brunswick, N. J., relative an
Michigan Car Company, of Detroit. It the Ebenczer Fund.
item which passed the rounds in the press
has been used only three seasons, and was
Masonic Elections.— At Eastmanville at the time, in regard to the demurrer raisvalued at $45,000. It was insured for $20,

passed into the hands

J. J.

Treasurer

Allegan

Fire

DepartmentItems:— Mr.

flag,

8.

Secretary—F. A. Jennison.

in fifty-five sec-

At the

last

nu
70,

NO.

• •

V

there

make

are glad to

In the beginning of the week East Sau- immediately following. Tl^number o
gatuck was the scene of a sad accident. scholars however has cputfuintlyincrease

name of John Veen, a
Hollander,and hired man for Evert

Sprik, a

the

for

Paints

of the station,started out in the

da, and has written to the

when the

site

to the pasture after one of the horses. Board

half ihu iiumbe

selected and purchased by th
block

are lots 7 and 8,

II,

in the

we

This was about 5 o’clock. Staying away

addition, on the corner of Eleventh an

longer than was necessary, at about 6

Maple streets.

The

lots have been pu

for the

him.” He

J. O.
Holland,Mich.,

Sept.

abdomen. He

lived until 8

o’clock tjiat afternoon, conscious to the

cob. cr

last,

although suffering greatly. The de-

tlers of Olive,

comemployes.—

last

Friday even-

the facts in the case

it

appears

been to this place and
The examinationsof the Public Schools was on his way home, walking along on
of this city were held last week, closing on the railroad track. Hearing a train comFriday. In general they were satisfactory ing he stepped off and an engine passed
to the members of the Board present and by him ; and he then stepped back on the
most of the pupils in the classes examined track, not seeing the train of cars followfor promotion were passed on to a higher ing the engine. He was struck by the
grade. It is to be regretted that none oT cars, knocked down and his body almost
the parents attended, and although the cut asunder. The dead man was taken to
week was a marked one for all sorts of ex- Grand Haven where an inquest was held
citements and detractions, still the attend- and a verdict rendered of death by his
ance of not a single parent during the own carelessness.At the time he was
whole of the examinations,is rather In- killed the train was making what is called
that Mr. Bell had

hinges. About $150

ed. The

next effort

our people in educational mat-

ters, and will greatly extenuate the
of the

closed
ficient

absence lowing are run on

a

of the

year just

was

iu coin

upon

noticed. The number of children on the
roll is 648;

the average attendance Is 486

a

percentage of ab-

sory educationis another question.

m

Everybody who
wlihee to parchsee PAINTS, OILS, VARNISH,
BRUSHES, HLASS, etc., to call tod examine my

lock. Tbe
not surpassed. It la warranted auperior to any
White Lead in thia market, and ia sold at much
leas price. My stock ia purchasedin large quantities of firsthands, aaviug all Jobbers' profits, and I
can therefore afford to sell t>ekm my neighbora.
Remember— lam not to be undereotd by any Horn
n the State of Michigan. Call and see.

4ft-

ents’ Furnishing Goods.

AS

ing of value,

but noth-

pectable citizen.

tf

Druggist** Pharmacist.

Street, CitT of

A SPECIALITY.
Highest market price paid
Butter & Eggs, in trade or

e undersigned respectfullyannounces that he
till sustains his old reputation, and that no-

body needs to be wanting In anything
which belongs to his line of trade.

Ltiiu,

cash.
olland, Mich., June

Mi,

Also a

1875.

25,

kti,

full

ui Kiwi Vw,
line of

Fusroinsro-s,
The most competent workmen constantlyem.
ployed,and all work made np In the.
Istest atyle and with dispatch.

we

least that is the opinion entertained, as

HEBER WALSH

HEROLD,
AND SYRUPS E.
Eighth
Holland.

tANUFAOTURBRS OF AND DEALERS IN

hniriig fill

Mi

lock were broken, but still tbe indications
are

such

as to think that they

at T*
Bro., I

glars had procured a part of their tools

the blacksmithshop of Dykema
and gone up

stairq, in the office

&

which

Mr.

Attutioa,

HEROLD.

HoLLAND.Feb. 20th, 1874. l-8^s-ly

bur- <

ceed in getting inside that part. The

Fnspt
E.

did not sue-

DOTS, SHOES,

Meat Market,

I

hav- RUBBERS, ETC.

Kenyon had vacated lh»t samo diy;
ing forced open the doors they saw their
mistake and went direct for the office next

I

Jacob Euite.

J

door. A datk lantern and coal-chiselwere JA
found near tbe ruins and a slow-match j
*

No

clue to the

Very large stock OU hand,

burV

glare has been found.

ELANS,

Sti Stmt,

m

4M»ly

Hxinuccs Baron,
Lawrence Dvkstia,
R.

&

D. Simonson,

EvkbtBmits,
W. V. Steele,
John Visscher.
.

Holland, Mich., Jane

25,

1875.

carrying on thla business alone^t the OLD STORK,
where lean be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
hYeeh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all onr old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Induce them to pnrcbaaetheir daily rations with

JACOB EDIT*.

Milk

«e«d of thle article

•

Since the dlseolnUonof onr co-partnership, I am

Holland,Feb. 14, 1874.

-

Safes.

allowingthem free of charge the use of his
engine alone was coming. An examina- combination reed and pipe organ on comI have commencedthe manufacture of MILKtion of Bell’s cabin for the purpose of mencement night, and also to Miss Collier, SAFES, and give notice of this to the Public In
of the same place, for the artistic manner and around the City of Holland,In order to secure
learning where his friends resided, resultin which the rendered the ffiusic on that their trade. I offer a goodL strong and substantial
ed in the discovery of his patent from the occasion.
artk^ for a low price, and request every one In
lived, dated eighteen years ago,

WAKT

!

can be no

waa found. The deceased
sentees, and demands for reform; but how wu a bachelor,aboot 50 yean old, and
to accomplish this and carry out compul- had always been considereda quiet, resly this is far to large

Mjr

secur-

side track. There

showing that only two-thirds of the chil- United States for the land on which he
dren have attended school regularly. Sure-

Xn. Wykhulsen'i Queen of Ointment
can be bought at the Store of J. H. Kickintveld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents.
Holland^ Mich., February 25, 1875.

the burglar

and teachers, especially In the discipline as from his mistake in supposing that the

and general working of the schools in
which a decided improvement has been

ninth steist.

Choice Groceries

in

blame attached to the railroad
Mr. Editor:— The graduatingclass of
has left its marks of earnest and ef- company and the unfortunate man was Hope College desire to express through
vour columns their thanks to Mr. Woodwork on tbe part of Superintendent killed not so much from his carelessness,
ham, of Kalumazpo, for his kindness in

members

Board. The

train and running on, while the cars fol-

a

Son,

Dealers in

go to press. The hinges and combination

outside the building.

by

Bivn

A

the citizens

of Holland and vicinity.

part inside were not quite so successful,at

consistent with the interestusually mani- a running switch— the engine leaving the
fested

And recommends herself to

had been inserted and the doors blown off
its

ing. From

old.

set-

PLAINT AND DISEASES OF'

AND
Bank

o

Scrofulous Swellings.
Makes a specialty of all FEMALE COM-

the night between Thursday and

Friday, the safe in Mr. Kenyon’s

was killed on the Michigan

ceased was a single man, about 85 years Lake Shore Railroadon

•

Cures: Felons,
Burns, and

Holland City White Lead

one in the right door, by which powder
Mr. William Bell, one of the old

DOESBURG.

1874.

John Roost

o’clock Mr. Sprik went down himself to dhased of Mr. G. Stein, of Allegan, for $500, this city, was broken into by burglars,
see. He found the man lying upon the on three years’ time. The building will and successfully opened. Yesterday mornground, and in great pains; he took him be one-story, 28x48 and 14 feet high and ing as Mr. Kenyon entered his bank, tbe
to his house and obtained the following veneered with hfjqk. at an
operations of the previous night presented
facts: After he got on the horse, ho was of $1,000. XlUe lettingwill take place a themselves forciblyto his notice. The
thrown off and fell with his side on a week from to-niglUfftthe store of Messrs. large outside doors laid on the floor, black
stump, and when he got on the ground Van Landegend& M^Jis, where plans and with smoke and covered with the lining.
the horse stepped with one of his front specificationscan be found.
Two holes were drilled in the left and
legs on his

J.
hat removed from
' Eighth Street to No. 25, Tenth Street,
Weet of Hope Church.

I

did good service for the
the

-

WYKHUIZKN

MRS.

AT

Allegan Journal.

On

10,

Goods Sold Cheap

misdeeds charged against

pany but was not liked by

Co.

CHILDREN,
All the leading Patent Medlcinca in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by meaeure.

“villainous criminal

so that fpf

morning The

Oils

Hair and

Kalamazoo Td*

“answer

urum

and

Are sold as cheap at thia Drug Store as at any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure..

some

warrant” is removed, he will return and

Ip^The primary dep’
tWfast months the roo

W. Vermeer &

------ o
the

since, cspeqteHy

farmer living about a mile west ,allaigcd~yp(!f

H.

R/E^COVBID!

Medicines,

his bank deposit and went to Cana-

egraph that

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in our line, manufactured on abort
notlse.

Drugs,

lime been superintendentof the Kalama-

Uj^period drew

HYING OF LUMBER

DOORS, SASH

Paint Brushes.

Mu. Wm. Wheaton, who has

eY

D

KILItT

WE SHALL MAKE A

EIGHTH STREET

j

ing not being so urgent during

WE

AND

STEAM

A

DHjY

communicationabove re- Trusses,
ferred to, there was a committee meeting
Chamois Skin,
in the gallery of the church, whose delibCounter, Cloth,
erations disturbed the Synod, and the

meeting of the Board of

Chief of the Fire Department.

WE HAVE

4ft

ucation it was resolved to build a Walk zot) division of the L. S. & M. 8. railroad,
onds. They will turn out every Tuesday
School in the Fourth Ward. It will hi has resigned his position and has been sueevening during the summer months in
recollected that this proposition was pendk needed by Mr. A. G. Amsden of Toledo,
uniform for drill.— On Monday, Mr. A. J.
ing and had been approved by the people* formerly the road-master. W heaton’s resKellogg,presented Mr. George Geppert,
at their annual school-meetingin Septem- j*lina^onwas caused by domestic troubles,
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department,
ber 1871, but owing to the fire and the ex- Ili9 w>fe had applied for a bill of divorce,
with a beautiful silver trumpet, which was
igencies of the times it was abandoned+7 1 charging her husband with adultery, and
owned and used by Mr. Kellogg while
the Board, the necessity for such a birffd- a warrant was issued for his arrest. He

A man by

imm.

in

to the theological professors.

J.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

DOESBURG,

sins of that committee have been imputed

ment. On Friday evening they ran forty
rods, laid down 150 feet of hose and had
water

we

who

Planing, Matching,

explained in the

M. — Thomas Lowe.
W.-Louis Beck.
W.— Thomas Hvst.

training for the next Firemen’s Tourna-

all in readiness for

named

any unjust and injuriousimputation. As

At Jenisonville Lodge:

W.

J. 0.

necessary correction and relievo them from

Secretary—David E. Rose.
Treasurer— Jacob B. McNett.

eighteen feet

8-tf

satisfy all

SPECIALITY.

and inasmuch as it was also taken up

in the News,

W. M.-John H. Mitchell.
8. W.— Isaac H. Sandford.
J. W.-Milton C. Fordham.

Fire Department has presented the De-

long. The boys will erect a
pole on the engine house and when occasion demands hereafter can fling their banner to the breeze.— Our hose boys are in

in,

Hart.

At Grand Haven Lodge:

A. J. Kellogg, late Chief Engineer of the

partment with a beautiful American

-

Mont Approved Patternt;

It seems that injustice

has been done to the parties

Secretary—Adam Wagner.

vator.

A.

ROLLER.

187S.

8,

the

And we are confident we can
want

and LOT.

D. TK

UoLLAMZ, Mich., March

theology at the late session of the Genera

Synod, R. C.

Of

I offer for sale Lot 8. Block 41. being on the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new, It is a desirable location for any kind of bulsiness. Terms

easy.

Mill.

FIFIELD.

12, 1875.

HOUSE, STORE

ed to the reception of the professors in

New York. The Lodge:
W. M.— Edwin Thayer.
cause is supposed to be sparks from a
8. W.— David Spencer.
passing tug ascending the leg of the eleJ. W.-R. 8. Sole.

miattdWatches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired In the
best manner.

FOR SALE!

Elevator

000 in the Germania of

welcome

goods will be »old at the lowest possible Price. IvirjArtioUWirrsatsd to bs jaitai Sip-

Planing

a few of

Grand Haven was burn Prof. Shields has gone to Philadelphia, in his ability as a doctor is as firm as ever
on Thursday of last week. It was built and Prof. Doesburg intends to start on a The doctor at the time he quit his practice
1871, by parties in the interestof the collecting tour for De Hope and the en- here was doing well, and as a physician and
St. Paul Railroad

store a

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.
Thaw

FHCEINTX

Last week we met Dr. S. L. Morris in

wn. He

andEollen

my

find

Holland, Mich., Feb.

elevator at

Milwaukee and

Clocks, Spectacles, &

Holland, Mich., December 1. 1874.
>lace. I wish to buy all they have to sell
n the line of PRODUCE, and can supply them with everythingthey need in my
line. A good stabble and accommodations
for their teams are offered to them.
Mr. James Westveer will always be
found ready to wait upon any of his old
friends who wish to call upon him.
All orders will be promptly filled and In re buildingour new shop we have purdelivered home— free of charge.
chased entire new Machinery,

o discontinue the business.

Profs. Scott and Crispellare east; the Pres-

this for the special ben-

Koningsberg $250, the former intending

II.

CIGARS,

&

efit of all dealers in said articles.

City Treasurerhas received $t,140,

which was graded two years ago.

intend

in

The

track east to Cedar street being that part

Total ...................... $5,527.50

ed

LIQUORS

services.

tVack of saw-uust through the centre of

»

Watches, SilverWare,

WHOLESALE

i

.‘.$8,521.60
Holland City ............ ...... 1,540.00
Zeeland Village ................ 800.00
Coopersvllle Village ............. 800.00
Spring Lake Township .......... 270.00
150.00
840.00
40.00
Grand
40.00

The

which meets

cane and

Co., have

taken the job of laying a sixteen-fool
'

Grand Haven CityU&w^lb\

“
“
“
Haven “
Wright “

&

In addition to the above general inforPublic, I would announce
that I intend to carry on a
trade in

sented their teacher, Mr. L. Nies, with a

of the amount of
llquo]1 dealers of

HD!

mation to the

"HollamitcheZang- Vereeniging"—

of the Third Reformed

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
list

CAR/

horses.

Miss Cathavlna J. Goodin, Miss Sarah
Hootten,Chevely A. House, Julia

following is a

A.

1875:—

1,

chimneys, on all buildings except where

The

in-

tends to leave again for that locality next

*

week and return with a dozen or more

ance on Fire Limits so as to include the

motive power.

Liquors and

Roost completed his harbor work
horses from Illinois, by the steamer Huron,

imprisonment.

Groceries,

|/

open^

contractor is

4uuu^ssed against the

Crockery,
Glassware,

a grocery store.

to photograph de-

is used as a

Dry Goods,

in-

tends to locate for the present.

been mooring west of the Plugger Mills Putten & De Vries, has leased the

at Niles; S.

D. Clay at Cedar Springs.

Mr. Firmin,

line.

FRESH SUPPLY OF

last

Lit-

tlejohn atSaugatuck; Lieut. C. H. Dennl-

at Paris, who professed

Dr. N. Blank has left this place

learn that Rev. R. Pieters and party

to

come and examine.

BUND, MOULDINGS,

•iock of doors, sash
Etc., to be complete am

attracUve. 1 furnishthe sash

Lumber aad Country Produce taken la exchange
anythingla my
8. DEBOER.

line.

Street,

Riyeb
Holumb,

April

14,

. '

1875.

IRON CORN SEELLERS,
FOR SALS BY
G. J.

Holland.

8s9-Jan 1

HAVERKATE

&

SON

AND

glaaed when

all

desired.
for

BURRAL’S

VAN LANDEGEND

ft

MBLIS

18.00; until farther notict.
HOLLAND, • • MICHIGAN.
for

4

BOIL IT DOWN.
pected some one to speak. But, n« breathe. The fat little magistrate was | nearly fifty miles, sparing neither whip
the
miners
seemed
to
think
they
hud
terribly
embarrassed.
Ho
Imd
sent
all ' nor spur, and finallycame up with him
The) ire wtu Umn aud ramble n — o/trr at h« uie,
Whatever you have to *ay, my friend,
Whether witty, or grave, or gay,
Making «ure of a welcome whi never they roam
heard fomathing like this before, or ut the way across the mountains by the lost in Volusia county, where he was endeav4nd evcrj -ma kno'vi that the bachelor'a den
Condeoae it a* much aa ever you can,
least that the remark was not wholly new, pack-train. by the last express, by the oring to make his way on foot to the St.
la a mom tr u^art tf'r theae ningular men-And nay It in the readieat way.
none of them felt called ii]K>n fco re- last man who had dared the snows ; but ' John’s river. The confession of the
A noolrli) the clondi, of acme five feet by fbtir,
And whether yon write of Uonai hold affair*,
Tbongh Nunetlhiea, by chance,it maybe rather spond.
Or particularthing* In town,
no pack-train, no express, nothing had [ murderer, which has been made, invests
mor**,
Juit take a word of frUmdlyadvice —
the
crime
with
mysterious
interest.
His
returned
with
the
coveted,
the
so-muoh“Well,”—
the
little
man
‘tilted
upon
Boil it dowi).
With akylldhtor no light, gb<mt*, gobllnn and
gloom,
his toes ns ho said this, and took in a noeded marriage ceremony and service, name is J. Smith Newton, and he was
Aad evarywbfte tRgned the old bachelor'sroom.
For If you go snlutteringover a page,
long breath— “hit comes off about the which he had resolved to read to the bom in Buenos Ayres, of English parWhen a couple of llnca would do,
Theae m aturl-a they aay are not valued at all,
people, intampersed with such remarks ents. He says that his purpose was not
first snow-fall.”
Your butter i« anraad *o much, you ace.
Zxhept when-the herd give a bachdara' ball.
That the bread looka plainly through
H«* had said these words one at a time, and moral observationsas the cose might robbery, but the hope of ultimate gain.
So when you have a atonr to tell,
/; 3 ^ Then, dreaaed in their beat.
and by inches, ns it were— slowly, delib- require. Alas ! the form of the cere- He states that the woman known as Mrs.
And would like a littlerenown,
In their gold-broMered
veil,
Vo make quite *nre of your wlah, my iriend,
.Ju« known aa a fact,
erately, as if he knew perfectly well that mony hod not arrived He had nothing Ellen Keech was not the wife of Mr.
Boil it down.
That they act with much tact,
he had sometliingto say, and that men of the kind to guide him. He had never Keech, but his mistress, and that the
And taeylfr)), “ Ho* d’ya dot"
were bound to listen.
officiated in this way before. Ho had real Mrs. Keech is a resident of Fond du
j ’ And thejffrio. and tb-iy woo,
When writing an article fpr the preaa,
Whether prune or ver***, jiut try
And they amlle, for a while,
This time they all looked up, and a never studied up in this branch. Why Lac, Win. Keech desertedhis real wife,
lh«ir jVir gueeta to UafftiUe
To utter your thought* to th*1 feweat we rda
half
of
them
spoke.
And
oh
!
didn’t
he
should
ho
have
studied
up
iu
this
hue,
took
up
with
the
murdered
woman,
and
rcnileeceudlna and bending
And let them lw trial) and dry
For fear of offending.
And when it i* flniaheu, and you auppote
torture them I Not that he pretended when there was but one woman in all the fled to Florida. The prisoner says he
It Ih done exactly brown.
to keep his secret of half a day— not at camp, in all his little world ?
was employed by Mrs. Keech, who is
Though Inert,
And they «py,
Ju.t look it over again, aud then
all
!
On
the
coutrarr,
he
kppt
talking
They exert
As the form had not arrrived, he hod his aunt, to follow her truant husband
With tbclr eye,
Boll it down.
To bo pert.
And they Mgb,
on, and tiptoeingand fanning his coat- nothing in the world but his moral ob- and murder him and his mistress. As a
And tcf.rt.
A» they fly.
For editor* do not like to print
tails, and pushing out his belly, servations to use on this im]>ofling occa- reward for his trouble, Newton was to
An article really long.
Amt they « hlak and they whia,
and puffing Opt his cheeks just os sion, and he was embarrassed as man had receive a share of the estate of Mr.
And the buay reader d^oa not care
And are briak at the quiz.
For a couple of yard* of aoug
carelessly and indifferent ns if all tyhe never been embarrassed before. He , Keech, which is said to be worth about
8*) gather your wit# in the amalleat apace,
world knew just what he was going to stood there trying hard to begin. Ho could ' $30,000. An attempt was made by some
For they meet
If you'd win the author a crown,
Advancing,
To be Mteet,
And glancing,
Aud every time you write, my friend,
say, and was perfectly familiar with the hear the men breathe, The nretty little . of the citizens of Orange county to lynch
And are fleet
And dancing,
Boil it down.
subject “Yes, gentlemeh,” puffed the woman was troubled,too. Iler face was ' Newton, and it was the fear of this that
On their feet,
And prancing.
little man, “on or about the first snow- all the time held down, her eyes drooped, led him to confess his crime,
Sliding and gliding with minute pace,
Pith and Point.
fall, the widow, as a widow, ceases to and she did not look up— did not look
Pirouetting and aching with infinite grace.
exist. That lovely flower, my friends, is right or left, or anywhere— but seemed
Singular — to see a garden walk.
An Unwelcome Visitor.
And Jumping,
And racing,
to l>e transplantedfrom its present bed to surrender herself to fate, to give herAnd bumping,
And chasing.
Preferred creditors are those who do
Mr. Pate, a Chicago lumber-dealer,reto— to— into— the— wonderful climate of self away. Her soul Seemed
i
* ^
And •tumplag,
And pacing,
not
dun.
And thumping,
And lacing.
Californy!”
u if she Hat on a high hank above all
advontnre with
The Howlinn Wilderness was as silent thin, and was not of it or in it at all. “ Te™ steer, which ia thus describedby
What poit of speech Is kissing? A
They afe flittering and glittering, gallant and gay,
"Do yon solemnly swear
theChicngo Iimcit:
as the catacombs of Rome for nearly n
Tawnigg all morning, ami lounging all day.
conjunction.
minute. The first thing that was heard
The Judge had jeiked himself together ' , .1Mr\J>te,“ ^
la1ml!,'ru,’,‘0!,'r'
But when he gK»w« old.
was
something like a red-hot cannon- with an effort that made his joints fairly : wh^ sitting quietly at his desk figuring The first lesson in drawing— Drawing
And hla aunehine in paat,
Three-aoore year* being told,
shot. The cinnamon-headedman be- rattle. He limited his right hand ia the '
I,roflt '** f»r the 1,K‘™’'" your breath.
Bring* repentance at laat.
liiud the bar dodged down behind his air as he said this, anl, haring once 1
»1>P™™<*
On his last legs— a kangaroo—generbarricade of sand-bags, till only his broken ground, hTwent on: “Do you '‘ttbeihxirof his ht le 12*12 establish- ally.— /u'cAn/nye.
He then liecomen an odd old nun
His wanneitfriend's the warming>pan
bristling red hair and a six-shooter solemnly swear to lore, honor, iul ! ;fnt of a thindoggedToias steer with
He's fidgety, fretfuland weary; in fine,
The doctor’s works fill six feet of
i**16 8lendere8t longest of horns.
were visible. The decanters tilted toLoves nothing but self, and hi* dinner, and wine.
r, . .•
The animal looked in at the door and ground, but the dentist’s fills an ncher.
gether as if there had been an earthPoor Lunber Tim, who had just room gilireii ti10 jitt]e mau 011 the high stool
He rate* and lie prate*,
quake.
Black eyes and deceit are said to go
And read* the delate*
It
was
only
a
Missourian
swearimr
I
tl,rV over’ , with evident satisfaction.He tossed his
Despised by the men, and the women he hate*.
together iu women. But black hasn’t a
it was only a Missourian swearing. here became embarrassedthrough sym- i1Cft(i U]) ftml (iown ftmi cnve jt ft
Somebody back m the comer said, mtilv for ti10 jittin red-faced magistrate
\
1 ’
ua prenm monopoly of deceit.
Then prosing,
Ami ponng,
“ Jerusalem *” _ said it in mints ami I 1 i ‘ t U
inary shake or two, then a malicious litAnd dozing.
And anoring,
Jerusalem ! —said it m joints and anj 0f course, flopped over and began tie sniff with his nose and walked in to
Jumping at conclusions— climbing over
And cozing,
And boring,
pieces; and then came forward
write his name andJJie date and make
And nosing,
chairs at a theater when the curtain goes
And roaring.
kicked the fire, and stood up bv the side
pictures on the wall, with a nervous “Mr. Pate is not a man of military edu* down ou the last act.
of the red little man ond looked down at
Whencw he fall* in with a rabble,
rapidity proportionate to lus embarrass-catiuu. He does not even belong to the
Hi* delightia to vapor amt gabble
him as if he would like to eat him for a
Consideringthe hooks one is apt to
1st regiment, but he possesses militanpiece of raw l»eef.
get iu tliis world, it makes a vast difi'erHe* gniffy,
Ami mtuty,
Do you solemnly swear
sagacity. He took iu the situation at
And puffy,
And fuaty.
A tall, fair boy went back to a bunk
ew?e whose dress is gored.
It wof} very painful. Ihe little man once< He saw at a glance that his base
against tke further wall, where the bar
He nit* in hla elippera,with back to the door,
It appears that coining copper is not
°f communicationwas cut off by tlieeneterl?
little bald bond ; andhe could not get it my. Rptreat wlu, impwlbk. Re;,. profitable. The government has not
Near freezing.
And grumbling,
blankets, and put his arms about his
up agaui, but stood there still and help- forcements could not possibly be thrown made a half cent since 1857.
And wheezing,
And mumbling,
ueck,
and put his face down and
...
And tea*ing,
And Mumbling,
1 into the fortress m
time to repulse the
And rneezing,
And tumbling,
there a long time. Perhaps he wept.
“ This,” thought a boy, while being
You could hear the men breathe as attack. Surrender was out of the quesThere
was a great big hairy head
trounced
by his fond papa, “is very like
He cnr*e» the carpet or nail* in the floor.
they leaned and listened with all their tion. Mr. Pate’s only resource was to
moved out of the crowd and up to the
a whole. ”— .Vetc York Mail.
Oft falling,
Oft waking,
bar. The head rolled on the shoulders might to hear. They heard the water ; fortify. He took up a strong position
Oft bawling,
oft aching,
When a Manitowoc girl wants cream
outside gurgling on down over the great on top of the high safe. He fortified it
from side to side, as if it was not very
And *prawliijg,
And quaking,
bowlders,
over
their
dams,
and
on
by
dragging
the
long
four-legged
stool cakes in a Chicago restaurant, she calls
And crawling,
And ahaking,
firmly fixed there and did not particuthrough the canon. Thev heard the little after him, making a kind of chcval-dc- for “soft-shelldoughnuts.”
larly care at this particular time whether
Hla hand ia unsteady, hla stomachis son*.
brown wood-mice nibble and nibble at /rise of it by pointing the legs outward.
it remained there or not. A big fist fell
European news is getting scarce, and
iiVeTfitone'onth«“bir. “fhe gliu^ |1,0,bita
aud old leather ( The moment was full of peril. The mad Ihe cable man is repeating the old disHe'*
Uncheery,
And
And dreary,
jumped aa if frightened half to death; JO°t“ UP m the iofte nboretheir heads ; animal charged around the premiaea, patches about the health of the Pope.
And
And wear)-,
they ran up apiinat each other, aud l*»‘
waa all. At hurt the Judge rc- auorted, .kneed up and down, and ahook
A mourning widower declares that
And groaning and moaning,
clicked and huddled togetherthere,
11b<‘f
01ul m “ volce the.ll“8 h,°“? Uke »“ “^hquake by the
His •Hflahntaa owning,
nothing brings him such affecting memfai.lv screamed and aj.littheir aidea in 1 tl“
fnU ot .de8P1en“,ou
, ““l™ J of
treaf Tlie 9to™ ,w»s
Grieving and heating,
ories of his dear, dead wife as to stumble
Though naught 1* hi* (eating
their terror. A big mouth opened
aolemnlf ^eart.^ 0Tf. an,d ;Pl,pd OTer’ the wmdowa were cruahed,
But pelf and ill-health.
over a flat-iron.
hind an awful barricade of beard, again Protoc‘fuJ 'l0110' ?,nd obeJ UU deaUl do 16 !'h“m Wl'r,‘
arl0",'ul ™omHimselfand hia wealth.
the big fist fell down, again theglaaseaJ°|' Pari, and
the ledgere were trampled under foot,
A little girl on the train was asked
He aend* for a doctor to cure or to kill,
smamod
and iUnked^th terror,
‘ho, Tolco feU d°7 lo7’ l0™' an.11 t.he] c',nt,'n a °( the bm hug were what motive was taking her to the city.
Who give* hist advice and offense and a pill,
the head rolled sidewise again, and the “d “““ J'.dge was again floundering
mingled in mdiacnminate chaos. Mr. “ I believe they call it the locomotive,”
Who drop* him a hint about making hia w ill.
big month opened again, Tnd the
™ter™ Th™ ll18 ^ad went under Pate ^ys he never felt so low m hia life, said the little innocent.
Aa fretful antiquitycannot be mended,
The mia'rable life of a WheW* ended.
voiei* saiil
b utterly. Then he rose, and Now I lay How long he could have maintained his
Nol>ody miMM s him, nobody aigba,
A wag being asked who was the in“Rv
flip
hnldl.PfliL-d
F1iu.li'”
niirl
mo down to sleep ” rolled tremulouslyposition no one can tell. He was relieved
JModtf 'jnecr* when Ihe bachelordie*.
ventor of butter stamps, remarked that
that was a
; thronPh tho sileut room from
of W a P^v of men with poles and whips,
it was probably Cadmus, as he first
Then
there
was
another
calm,
and
you
\be
Jud8e’
tfheH
.^ai"
U,e
Ueftd
™
lm;
vbo. 8u,0f“J.sd,i'1. "j6 '“f31 0”‘
A SIERRA
brought letters into Greece.
might have heard the little brown wood der w“t,’r : thel“ ,1‘ r08e,,uP ““d ®f tlie Utde building without shaking it
was
Philadelphia brags of haring the
nibbling at the old boots and the
It was late in the fall, audit certainly
most
cleanly servant girls. They always
must have been a cold, frosty morning,
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a man down at Bay Ridge

lost his wife last week, but you
wouldn’t know it if it wore not for the
crape collar around his dog’s neck.

human events,”he went on | and walked home to change his damp

a?dT

^

^

hire out with the understanding that the

tl!e"f a^nS who

,
syaaasataas

romance

him.
At last he got the Judge cornered. He
took him by the collar with both hands,
he backed liim up, in a comer, and os he
did so his teeth chatteredand ground Titan, it fomid no other expression than
together ns if he stood half naked on the
everlasting snows that surrounded them.
Ho pushed hjs Xaoe down into the red
(aof yMf!mAgistrntet;andfaro box, forgot to Unow his card, but
befean as if'h/vfci about to reveal the held his arm jioised iu the air till any
most terrible crime iu the annals of the man oould have seen tho jack of clubs,
world. .All the time he was holding though a thousand dollars worth of gold
on to the Judge with both hands, as dust depended on the turn. Yet all tliis
soon had an end, of course, and there
if ha feared he might not listen to his
proposal, but tear away aud attempt to was a confusion of tongues and a noise
that settled gradually overngniust the
escape. m
bar. Even there it was afterward reGood, good?”
to

.

m

the

and

g*

^

^

Z
f
melted

again

into the crowd
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big
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Sandy’s teeth chattered together as
if he had an ague, when he told the
Jndge. In fact, he stood around the
Howling Wilderness more than half a
day ; bnt he dbuld not, or at least
would not, drink, though he did very
many foolish tilings,, and seemed ill at

:
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A Louisville man complained of
marble table-cloths at a restaurant. He
said he didn’t like to wipe his mouth
b, with a tombstone in the absence of a
napkin.

...

™.-

...

God, ' claimed the court, after taking a long

Striking Coincidence— The Baptist
denomination is rapidly increasing iu
The man was barefooted,covered with California, aud a general system of irridirt, hair full of hay, and he had only a gation for tho entire State is under conlittle more clothingon than Adam had sideration.
when he wandered through the Garden
Mamma (sternly)— “Now, Miriam, say

TRAUEDY IX FLORIDA.

Eden.
grace. ” Miriam (who, for previous mis“I’ve seen some hard coses in tliis conduct, has been deprived of pudding)
room,” continuedthe court, “ but I be- — “ For all they have received let them
Down.
lieve you climb the climax.”
be truly thankful.”
Late Florida papers contain an account
“I hoin’t to blame for lieing poor
“ What’s de occasion of dat big smoke
of a peculiarly interesting tragedy, in and sick, am I?” asked the oldVoodover tlar ?” inquired one colored man of
which a Mr. Keech, long missing from | chuck.
another at the market the other day.
The Judge, drew a joug breath. He
“Fire, sah,” was the answer. “And
welled out almost instantly to nearly
what’s de occasion ob de fire ?” “Comtwice his usual importanc^ (You oould the emnamon-heoded dealer of dnnksput , about a year and a half ago. He pur- 1 cannibal!”
have seen him grow. It was now the Cayenne pepper in a gin cocktail, and chased a farm in St. John’s county, not “Don’t I know when I’m sick?” bustshun.”“And what’s oombustslnm?”
v.v,.™, fftr from T\ifttaneas inlet. He was indus- growled the nipu.
“My friend,”replied the other, crossudge’s turn to lay hold of Saudv. For Soluedam schnapps in a tom and jerry.
Limber Tim was there iu their midst, trious and energetic aud soon became “ Thomas Lang, I know what ails you. ing his legs, “ dar’s heaps ob things in
now, us the greet strong man hod accomplhdied lus (earful task, told his se- but was a sad aud sileut man. Perhaps noted as one of the most prosperous far- Jt’8 too late now, but if I could have dis worald dat no nigger ever knowed
cret, and done all thal was necessary to he had been told all about it before, ond mers in the country. Mr. Keech was taken you ten years ago and got a steam or ever will know, an’ we’ll change de
do, he wanted to get awnv, to go home, perhaps not. Tim was not a talker, bnt accompanied by his wife, or by a woman scrubbing brush at work ou you and subject to gooseberries. "—Detroit Free
to go aliywheM and collect his thoughts, u thinker. This to him meant the loss supposed to be his wife. To all apiiear- called iu a mowing machine to cut your Fresh.
and to rest. The Judge held him then*, of his partner, the man he loved— a once, the two lived together in the ut- hair and had a circular saw to pore your
Large Families.
told him the great advantagesthat Uivoree.
most peace and tranquillity.Sometime nails, I could have made you look WlfPoor Limber ! he only backed up ago a man calling himself J. Smith New- , wnv decent.”
wjnld come of it, the high responsibiliThe editor of the Brunswick (Me.)
ty that >* was about to put his shoul- against the wall, screwed his back there, ton, and representing himself as a land
it isn’t fair to ran ou me,” snarled Telegraph has been investigatingthe
ders to, and talked to him, in fact, till twisted one leg iu behind the other, prospector,made his appearance in the Thomas.
matter of the size of some of the Faeuch
hands in
he grew white and riiff as a sign- stuck
nuiur. his
iu^iiiuivin
iu behind
./tiiii.v. him, and so stood Keech neighborhood, and remained “You are as useless to this world os
Canadian families employed in the mills
post. Yet all that Sandy could re- there until he saw a man Injhving at him. several days. He finally left, and neither an old hoop-skirt iu the alley-as five at that place, aud gives a few of the
member, /iW almost ah ''ht fWl, was Then he flopped over with his face to the Mr> Koecll nor ]1I8 neighbors thought wheels to a wagon— as two bells on a facts he has asoeitaiued. He says:
somefhmgTlrmnr “ theVlorMns climate wall, (lug up lm great pencil from lus miJ more 0f the stranger. A few days , ,loor-os buttons on a man’s coat-tails, “There is a family at work in the cotton
of Californy.”
great pocket, and fell to writing ou the a80| however, he again made lus appear- you are a kite-tail on a telegraphwire- mill which consists of father and mother
Never rode a ki
ung into his capital
^id trying to hide lus face from his once, and, after making some inquiries of H c^coonut in the mitter Send von un
and twenty-four children, all the chilsuch majesty us diJ
_ the Judge ‘that day |
a Mr. Williams, proceeded to Keech',
toer of the Blaek MSa dren largo enough being at work. The
enter the Forks.
He was swelling,
1 “Rather sudden, ain’t it, Judge?
a—jelilnn I
D happened that. Mr Keech . wo,Ja resign at once, and the ohl boots woman is the fourth wife. A brother of
bursting with the importance of his se- “ Well, not so sudden— not so sud<len, owed Mr. Williams a small sum of money, lying around the House of Correctiou the husband living with liis fifth wife in
cret. But now he had Sandy’s permis- considerin’ this— this— this glorious and had promised to call and pay it the would feel insulted f”
Montreal, has twenty-fivechildren.
sion ,to tell the boys, and he went j climate of Californy.”
next day after Neivton made his appear- «i waut to go home!” replied the Three families arrived here last week to
straight to the Howling Wilderness for The weddingiv came* The (cgmp ance, That day, however, and the next mall
go to work in the mill, and they number,
that purpose. His face glowed like fire had been htitod To a. mat.' faioM was passed, and still Mr. Keech did not ap- «*Go on-go onywhere-getout of all told, thirty-sevenpersons. A lady
as he stgpiL t^cre,. mbbing his hands but oiitr ntoee in the camp tffat could peai* to fulfill ms promise. Knowing his nere j Open the way there aud. let tliis friend of ours, a few days since, met a
above tl* gfeat, monflting<blaze, and ; hold a tithe of its people* and that was neighbor to be a very prompt man prize-medal old champion of soot aud French woman, who, looking at the babe
bolringrifht tad left in a patronizing thu Howling Wilderness.The plan lind in his business aflairs,Mr. Williams bay. seed have a clear road. — Detroit in the carriage, said to our friend, ‘ I
•gort W iHvay » the miners who had been to. have the wedding under the bines at once proceeded to investigatethe j /ycc prc8*.
have got fifteen of those. ’ The only possauntered into the
on the hill ; hut the wind came pitching cause of the imusual delay. Mounting
sible reply of the lady with the one babe
tfAtM tta liRW red’faced.maiiRimed down the mountain, with frost and snow a horse, he rode to the farm of Keech, A man rjished breathlessly into a Inw- wns, 1 Gracious ! ’ Ten, and twelve, and
stuck Ids twa bands in its beard, that morning, and drove and there discovered tliat a most atro- yer’s office in St. Paul, and, approaching fifteen children are by no means uncombock behind his coot, which he kept them to the shelter. What a place wns cious murder had been. committed. Mrs. ' the legal luminary, excitedly remarked: mon in the French Canadian families,
-----.....
'— enre- j that Howling Wilderness!it was bat- Keech. ws* found in: heir room shot to | “A man has tied a hoop to mr horse's but twenty-fouris a little above the aver-.
, while Mr. Keech lav near by, with tail ! Can I do anything t” “Yes,” re__________ _________
_____
______
_____
.
1
most ojn Jiptoe, stuck o^MV^Spund lit- • biiug-hell,court-house,chapel, every- j his throat cut, a bullet hole in the back plied the attorney; “go and untie it.”
The
Tennessee
river went through the
tie body, seemed abotii IpyJrrsJwith ' thing by turns. There they stood, side ; of his head, and his skull crashed in. i That was good advice, and didn’t cost
strange
freak
of
rising some eighteen
his
. j by side and hand iu hand, before the Mr. Keech’s neighbors immediately ns- the man but five dollars.— 67. Paul Piuinches and then ebbing and flowing
“ Oh, this wonderful Californycli- j crackling fire, before the little Judge. ! sembled and organized two pursuing ncer- Press.
like the ocean for about four hours,
mate I” Ho puffed a little as he said The house was hot It was crowded ns parties—one under the command of
this, and fanned his coat-tails a little thick os the men could stand. Tighter Virgil Dupont and the other under the “Ma, when is a griddle-cakeinhabit- at London, Tenn., the other day, and
bit higher, pt-rked out his belly a little than sardines in a tin box the men stood 1 command of the Sheriff of St, John’s ed?” “ Why, my dear, when there is a , nobody can tell what was the matter
bit further, and stood there as if he ex- there bareheaded, with hardly room to | county. They followed the "murderer j little Indiiur in
j with it.
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The Curse

tans, in order to inculcate among their
youth an abhoreuce of intemperance and
its kindred vices, to make their slaves
drunk with wine in the public market-

A

mother,” replying to some strictures in a daily paper upon the bold,
even immodest conuuct of “ the beautifully dressed young girls, who, out of
school hours, parade Fifth avenue,
Chestnut, and Beacon streets,” remarks,
that “ the censure probably would not
“

be so severe if it

places, so that the rising generation,

whom

least, let

clear of

and

it

;

young

girls

“
:

\.\TIOX\Ii AGENTS’ EJIPOIIIIM,

Boston MaH

mmamrn

j

drunkard s disgrace, ins loss
of reason, and of physical strength.
’Twere well, perhaps to-day, could some
pf our young men contemplate a similar
instructive lesson drawn from the life,
showing them, by a sharply drawn contrast, the advantages and true loveliness
of abstinenceand virtue.
For such as appreciatethese, Vinegar
Bitters is the beverage best adapted, it
being purely a vegetable draught, devoid
of alcohol or mineral poisons, and possessing all the virtues, but none of the
damning curses, of the different poisons
which year by year are sweeping away
thousands of dollars and lives. 42
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Charmetant",a

R. R.

Land Office. Sibley, Oeceola Co

Glen Flora Hprino Water,
111., cures all

How

Homan

Catholic missionary in Africa says this is a mistake, as
the sand is very light, and may be easily
shaken off. The greatest danger is the
breakage of the water skins. The hot
air which accompanies the simoon is so
intense as to cause the water to evaporate so rapidly as to extend the skins until they break, and then the water is lost.
In this way whole caravans can lie lost.
One great danger of traveling in the desert is the liability of being lost. The
missionary tells the following incident:
I remember to hftve fallen into an exceedingly interestingconversation with
a very intelligent Arab. Whilst talking
we forgot ourselves, and allowed the rest
of the caravan to go on in front, without
taking heed of its movements.
Now it should be remembered that the
desert is full of sand-hills, behind which
it is easy to lose sight of the rest
of your party. Suddenly the conversation was interrupted, and I perceived
that my companion was seriouslyfrightened.
We were lost. We tried in vain to obtain a trace of our friends. The sand
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at ths New York Stock Exchange bought
ua on margin of five per cenL

and

coninouudedpossewing the

PRIVILEGES
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negotiatedat one to two per cent from market on memhereof the NewYotk Exchange nr resp-»n»lble partie*.
Largo sum* have been realizedthe peal 3U day*. Put or
call costs on 1UU .litres

HUBS.

T

-Night Sweats,Irritation of the Nerves, Difficult Expectorations. Sharp Pains in the Lungs. Sore Throat.
Naurea at the Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and
Wasting of the
. ...
per bottle, or three bottlee for $6.S0. PIUs and
Otala.st.il.UMCh. *^BADDOCK1C0.,

FREE

Muscles.

Elastic Trass Co,,

No.

683 Broadway, N

.

Y. City.

Kent by mall. Gall or *eud for (Jlrcnlar. and be cured.

Send for circular.

M

All the advancement in science,
art and clvlllxation ha* not pre-

SILVER vented
TIPPED

children from kicking
hole* through the. toe* of their

The properties of Dr. Walker*
Vinegar Bitter* arc Aperient. Diaphoretic
Carminative, Nu’» m. Laxative. Diuretic
live,

and Anti-

TUMBRIDCE A.

OPIUM

CABWSSuiaV WIRE

I

and Shoes? Million*are

em-

IT

IlitKIM. btiueiui UiiLKU!
Volta *> Ktt< TRoBr.Lreatid
Bhiiu* are indorsed by Uie
Hlo»t eminent pliy*lclanain
the wot Id lor thecure of rhe«niiit 1*111, rieurulgia. llvercom*
pbiint, nyspepafa.kidtiev difA-., M he*. t*ln«. nervous <n

CO.,

Banker* and Broken,
Sn , W*l| H»r«w.. New York.

OUT.

You can buy your fruit planta very cheap tty contractwith me for them now. To be shipped In the (nil.
ami no nmoey required until the plAnU arrive. I will
furnUh good reference as to pry reliabilitySend lor
Prioe-LDL Strawberrle*.Raspberries, Blsckberrtes.
Currants,Gooseberries,
Grape*.
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plants.

We immediately directed our course 9
to the South, and presently heard the
noise of giuis and shouts. Our party
was searching for us in all directions,
and in a state of utter consternation.
When they saw us they were indeed rejoiced, for we had caused them two

month to agent. everywhere.Address
' Excelbioii M’f’o Co.. Buchanan, Mich.

.

jm VFl

World'* Dlspeutarr,Buffalo. N.Y.
A’o/*.— Mark eovelope “ For PublishingDep t.
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hours of the most terrible anxiety.

canvassingthey never met with such *ucce.* or made *o
large wages a* alnce commencing the sale o( my wor*.
For term* and territory,address (Inclosing two postage
stamp. .adlt-Uni:
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Man Hit Own Painter.

mswarnniorciME
RUBBER

Onr
PAINT ha* been used on many thon*anfl building*and ha* alway* r>roTed entirely Mttl*factory . We have n'linenm* l)'»timoitlala like the follow,
ini:, vjg. ; M. K.
*«<».. Penn Van. N . \.t
•• We believeIt to be tin* BKST PAINT inanufecturOO."
W. W. LEI. AND, "Kutaw Hi»u»c.H Balt. more;
"Having used your Point on the Grand Hotel. Saratoga, and thll Eutaw House, 1 recommend It* use to nil,"
lie *ii re Hint our
(« foe-flm*
He of « hlch I* given above ) * on
opr.
Prepared ready for use and void by the gallon only.
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Branch Offices A Factories,MM West it.. NEW YORK.
7lu South 1 bird 61., ST. I.Ol'iS, MO.
18 Weit Van Duren StrecL CHICAGO. ILL
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FemTHK*l5^K)N’PUB. COjilewark,N. J.

SILTZEB

HALL’S SAfEUOCKCC.
O M I C AG O , ILL

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO.'S
reporter bos been getting hold of
Spotted Tail’s note book, in which ho records his observations at Washington.
32 Rest 14 th Srteet, New York.
Hero are a couple of extracts from it, tUltVVTlf T\£! for 7na- Sell* »t tight. Oar Ri lect nil VlnlrUt PnigntlYf*. They ruin
OlFjirj Ifllilll Agents coin money. We have the tone of the bowels and weaken tho digestion.
The RIIILLI ANT Sl’CN’ENSofthl*Graln*
translated out of the Sioux tongue
work snd money for all, men or women, boy* or girls,
May 26.— White man mighty uncer- wb»le or inure time. Send stamp for Catalogue. Ad- Tarrant’s EffervescentSeltzer Aperient Saving, Tlnu— Saving TIIRESHER» i*
1* n*nd by rational people a* a mean* of rellevlnirnlldeuiiprceclcntclin llioaaigilt of Fiirm Machinery.
dress FRANK PLUCK, New Bedford,Maea.
tain. Me shake bauds now with Great
rangnmente of tire stomaob. liverami Intestines,because
AGENTS WANTED to lell It removes obstruction*without pain and ImpaiU vigor In brief perm* I it haf beenme widely known
Father. Great Father never open mouth
THE IMPROVED HOME
nnd FI LLY F.STA RLINRED, a« the
SEE DAT! SHUTTLE
shuttleSewing
B„ln, Machlu'i
M.
to pale face. He talk, talk, talk, to 10
“LEADING THRESHING MACHINE.*'
Addre.* Johnvon,Clark k Co., Bolton,Man.: New York
Spotted Tail. He no let me talk. What City, Pittiburgh,Pa.: Chicago, Ul. ; or 6L Louli, Mo.
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II A HIT Cured Cheap. No Tubllcky. Dr. Armstrong, Berrien,Mich.
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preventthis. Try them.

.tunt, Sudorific, Alter*

II. II. MrUO.VALD CO.,
Dmggists unit Apt*..S-m Francisco.Cttllforair
and cor. of Wushinirtnn and Charlton St*.. N. Y.
Buhl by all Drugillete a ml Dcalere.

ing
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to any addreaa. Order* eollclted by mail or wire, tad
promptly executed by ua Addresa

WILL NEVER Iwe FRUIT
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niarkab's

Diseases.

order*,
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hoar Bittkrr in healing the
sick of every disease man is heir to. They
are a gentle Purgative as well as a Tonic,
relieving Congestion or Inflammation ol
the Liver and Visceral Organs, in Billow

Sedative,Conn*

This new Trot* Is worn
with penect comfort night
Straddle* (Xd each ; control 9l0 share* of stock for *)
land day. Adapt* Itaall to
days without further risk,while many thousand dollars
every moth n of the body,
ii\itit may be gained. Advice and Informationhirniab*-l
I retaining ruptureunderthe
P.Miuphlet cut. Inlng valuable aUttatical Inlormationand
Ua rdest exerciM or severest
strain until permanently abowlng how Wall Street operationsare conducted sent
cured, hold cheap by the

ELASTIC

which

of Alcohol. The question Is almost
daily asked, “What is the cause of the
unparalleled success of Vlnkoak Bitters t” Our answer is, that they remove
the cause of disease, and the patient recovers his health. They are* the great
blood purifierand. 2 life-givingprinciple,
a perfect lienovator and Invicorator
of the cystem. Never before in the
history of the world Inw a niediciu« Iuja

-V C-

$106.25.

uiuat skeptical.There ia not a single
yinpUira of Con«umiitloii that it does not dissipate

Race Street, Philadelphia.
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Nevada mountains

arc extracted therefrom without the use
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C .AY. Reed, Qwrr.
n<v*n,
’Cl., »riv».-"Yottr
Sea foam cannot
be excelled north of the equator;for
flood Bread and Fine Biscuit it i* a
Wonderful Preparation.”S •snyall.
Pllt-her,Flliitnrr 6i < o.,
Mbrlr.nh
"'v
"We take pleasure In recommending J"ur Sea Foam as The Best Baking Powder
have
Id.
Parties once using It will have no
other. Its sale* are Immense Send
[for drculsrtoGP.O. I* . <».\
I& Co., 170
St., N. A ’
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bankments, but all in vain ; not a
creature was in sight.
17VERY FAMILY WANTS IT. Money In It
My companion advanced, with his eyes Jtj Sold by Agents.Addresa M. N. LOV ELL, Erie, P*.
SI..'.ft. Thousand* hny it at tight who could n «t be Infixed upon the ground, as if searching
duced to purch»*e th" hlgaprlced book" tie.iting of
I^aIL JB.VY—
l#.l i — s'MtHU
£»-| ft to 8d“» A
PER
Send iur
for "Cbromo”
Ibrniretic Medicine. Unlike other l«o<A* sold through
for something. At the end of about an
t5A'/ catalogSue. J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS. Boston. agent*, this work i» thoroughly adrertked throughout.
North America. This fact, together with the large sire,
hour he exclaimed, joyfully,“Father,
elegant appearance,and many new feature* of tl.e Ihh.k,
per day at home. Terms free. Addres
we are safe. I see the camels have bitcauses It to sell more raphlly than any work ever pule
Geo. Stinson A Co., Portland,Maine.
lished in this country. Tlu.wof my agent* who have had
ten these leaves,” and he pointed to a
experienceIn selling b-H.k* **y that In all their prevlou*
'
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VINEGAR BITTERS

Paint, esjveclally
old roof SlatePaintedwill'
id a new roof will last three
threeUnit s
n new one unpalnted,and
as long Slate Painted. An a matter of economy, a roof
of
a
b
need* paint more than any other part
building.

weight. At presentI can work all day long, and eat like
a man that ia chopping wood. Knowing the merits of
your medicine,I cheerfully recommend it to others, and
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ncr 'p w«
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botUe I waa bitter. I took a wound and
third, constantly improving In healthand increasingin
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•aaiestand best Shoe ever m»de.
„Kik out for the Patent Stamp.
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living All others are base mutations.

little plot of wild absinthe
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aclrcted, 4 year* ago and put to
I work
In the Patent Ofllrr, Wasn* Inrton, D. C.,«nd has umved U» be the
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JOHN HODGE.
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rvmadyand tnr* cur* tor Asthma and raUrrb.
Warrantadto ralkva Instantlyno th# patlaDtran
lladowntoraatandala*p oomtortably.
Dreg(tits ara suppllfd with aampt* packarv* for rani
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OIL

D. LAIUCKLL'a KUWV ABTOMA
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DUFIAM K NKEUI-K CO..
G.1H U roadway,

and treated mo for it until March, when I
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STiurroiiD, Perth. Ontario,)
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Mfrrri. Craddock A Co.:
Lut DecemberI took a heavy cold, which iettled upon

my lung*. Our beat phyaiclanapronounced

.

Xtcnta.

Waukegai.
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IJnlmrntof
Is the Standard Unlmenl
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Manufacturedat LoCKimrt,
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of the camels and caravan.
We ascended one of the high sand
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world for rheumatism."

alive. But Father

had immediately hidden the
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Rich Roil,good Climate, excellent Water, growing SetUe*
merit*, gotld Schools. We offer the Lands of the Sioux
City and St. Paul R. R. and the McGregorand Missouri
River R. K. at £4 to $S per acre, on easy payment*.
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printed directionsare fob
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If a horse has a good constitution,
and has once been a good horse, no matter now
old or how much run down he may bo. he can
be greatly improved,and in many respects made
as good as new. by a liberaluse of Sheridan if
Cavalry CorJitionPoredern.
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Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodicor Fever

The Simoon of the Desert.
It is generally

talUV WM

bT,kou*T.

CSTitoscs. iw«i Address

the
_ __
Zinc
, Collisr
^ ill nr P«
'ad.
tThtf are warrant.-dto cure

A gentleman afflictedwith the chronic
rheumatism says : “No description of my case
remain “ignorant” of the bad taste Cfn convey the vast amount of benefit I have
shown im heaping shirrs and frills on received from the imeof Johnson'* Anodyne
their delicate young bodies, or in the Liniment.1 believe it is the best articlein the
behavior ”

LINGRUN

Mod

w*u. (hr#«ih io»p«u>or tod

$25llllll

to higher studies than the mysteries of
stylish costumes, and they will not long

“unseemly

IERCHANTI

__ ___

and Ague Tonic.— This invaluable and stand- I
ard family medicine is now a household word ' with hit “.Last Journal*,”now ready! The only comand maiutaiuHiu reputationunimbaired.It is plete life and thrilling adventureeIn Africa nl the great
! befn ExplorerIn hi* own language. Cheaueet W*dl»eet—
indorsed by the medical profession, and pro- only ft'J.OO,splendidlyillustrated.Outeens everything.
scribed daily in the CharityHospital and other An ekt* Wanted. Send for extra terms and proof; or, If
' in haste to begin work, send Jl.WI for full oottit to genuine
Hospitals in Nov Orleans. Wilhoft’s Tonic is
| address, LIVINGSTONE**Pl'UUMKR*, CttlCAUO, ILL.
thus highly recommended by the leadingmedical men of the country, and is worthy of such
indorsement. Wheelook, Finlay & Co., Proprietors. New Orleans.
Fob sale by aix nBcmusm

give their leisure time

costumes can excuse. — “ Hume and
cicty;" Scribner for July.
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ATTENTION, OWN

A YOUNG man named Hiuklev, of Gardiner, Me., was accidentallyshot a year ,
ago. His mother and sister died of
overwork in attending him, and he has
now died from the (»ffi*cts of his wound.

has, too, its malignant

errand. At

would some day devolve the honor

details of the

family altogether. Until then, this
“benignant domestic fairy,” as it is
poetically called, is one to be handled
it

upon

PJ.B|C|WEli»U8|R

were known how many

of these beautiful dresses were cut out
and made on the machine by the wearers. Innocence and ignorance are the
true apologies for their unseemly behavior.” She lavs her finger on the
main-spring (Jf all the trouble. What
but vanity and grossly vulgar subservience to fashion could induce any mother
to devote her child’s few leisure hours to
the constructionof elaborate costumes,
marvels of shirring, knife-plaiting, etc.,
etc. ? The real martyrs to fashion are,
after all, the shabby-genteel, whose souls
and bodies must be worn out in toiling
after her whims and changes. But,
leaving the moral view of the question,
th6re are other physical reasons which
should forbid the use of the sewing-mnchine to any but adult women. Even to
them it is doubtful whether it has as
vet proved more of a curse ’than a
blessing. On an average, quite as much
time is now devoted in a family to the
more elaborate garments which its use
has brought into fashion, as formerly
was given to the needle ; and the appalling increase of debilityand certain diseases among women, w proved to be
largely due to its use. It will be of real
benefit only when garments can bo made
by it with steam power, of a quality and
finish which will supersede its use m the

with caution ;

WILT. HAVE OUR GOODS. Rend *5 cent* and
nlll wid by mail, prepaid, nur Lamp FlLLM,
with which you can flll any K.rottn*
rmocing rhimun/MfffttlnKgr*t*r ouln.lr «t Iam p.
At »ame time we m.iU you all onr circular* and
Unuato agenta on; twenty u»*ful household articleswith which any person can make from #•» «**
SO dally. We want AirenU oreiywheie.

It was an ancient custom of the Spar-

of Sewlng-Maehlues.
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it all

mean? Git up and git! Why?!

Great Father has a warrior sou. He
come to Black Hills. He find gold. He

!

—

for the faitest•elllng

Smitli

.

Bend for circular* and

our extra

Organ

BOSTON, MASS.

term* to Agenta. NA-

want Black Hills. Great Father say In- TIONAL PUU. OO.. Chicago. 111., or 8L Loula, Mo.
dian country better than Black Hills.
These Standard Instruments
All right. Let white man go there—
Spotted Tail stay where he is. Great lUc. for specimen. Proceeding* Flotida Fruit-Grower*' Sold by Music Dealers Everywhere.
Awoclation— meeting of 1*75— 25cts. Addre** Walton
Father’s warrior son, he go to Indian A Co.. Jackwinville. Fl«. Say where you »aw this.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN.
country. May 27.— White man steal,
PJ Q A | I* Chioago SuhartMin Lou at
steal, steal. Steal Black Hills, steal rillf vlAtwCe aiOOeach— 416 down and $5
Bold Ibrougboatthe United State* on the
monthly for balance— within a abort, distance of city Ilmeight shirts, steal l?5. Why come preach ira. with bonriy trains and cheap fare. Send for circular.
INSTALLMENT PLAN:
IRA BROWN, 143 LaSalle Street, Chicago,111.
to red man ( Why no practice ? How,
That Is, on a System of Monthly Payment*.
how, how
3 PoiJs of Batter from
of Milk.
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j _anywhere,
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forty years ago, John Caset*,
then a poor boy, left his home in Ireland
to seek his fortune in the New World.

--D! --

quired. Receipt sent for 2.1 cent*. Addre**
P. O. Box 1741, Philadelphia,
Pa.
«
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Purchaser*ihould Ask for the SMITH AmeeicahOeoaH.
Cataloguesand full particular* on application.
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A disconsolate citizen of Quebec
laments that the only paying institution
in that nncisnt city is a Punch ami Judy

alow.
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$500,
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of this one, for savins grain, saving t'me, and
doing fast, thorough and economical work.
THRESHERMEN FIND IT highly advantagepu* to
nm a machine that has no "Heaters,""Pickers,"

Straw, Heading*,Flax, Timothy, Millett and afi
such difficultgrain and seed*, with
EASE AND EFFECTIVENESS. Cleans
to perfection ; saves the farmer his thresh bill
by extra saving of grain; makes no "Litter* wm jm- O. mm
ings," requires LESS THAN 0NE-HALF the usual
Bolts, Boxes, Journals, and Gears; easier managed ; less rephirs ; one tliat grain raisers prefer
to employ and wait for, even at advanced
price** while oiliermachine* are "out of job*."
Four alzes made with 0, 8* 10 and 12
offer our Job Printing borne ** RounteA** Pbwtra, alffc • ape-

the flat of July we shall
Officefor sale at g very low figure. We have over 200
fontk of the letoat style* of Job Type, and everything
which pertain* to a complete Job Onto outfit. Also, one for
Oeerter-SIedinm-Gordon Jobber nf the late*. Improved other
vyle.ono 1{.« Cki’rd Pie**|and»«.neHije Cylinder, Imp
4f keoondjmndN(P*rfesew • The
Invested in Wall Street ifcoh bod. .5ir.\ni*u(l»ef
often leads to fortune. A Bttention Af pnfirrw* hdeCled to tnts Vsie. a* •« ehall
offer agriut baurnln for casfi.For furtherparticular*
rCpag* book explaining

Awsiuv^i”
------------sro
Horse Fowera.

y

A

DR.

WHITTIER,

No. 617 SL Charlei

Stmt, St. Louli, X&,

treat all eana of otMiaela*to oarria**,
ImpariUre,*T«fy allmeut or >leka**« which m«tu
cootlouf*

to

Mm*
Owm

IwlticroUoaor iBpradeoct.with «Bpar«lUiH **M»«a
Dr. W. • utablllhauotil chartered by the SUU*f MU•ojrl, wa* founded «ad hu been Mtah!lih«4t* rerere
xafe, certainand reliable relief. Belnt a gredaaM
Mveral medical college*,and havingthe eiperisare Mo
o*| and inoceuful lift in hie ipedMtlefhe has perihMM
taodlet that are effectualIn *11 th*** eaM*. BU fiUMM
'•re being treaud by bxII or einreieererywhore.M*
nailrr who failed, call or write. From tie «r**» mmJ*r of application* be Is oospiedto k«*j» Ms AsifM
low. 36 p&gea, giving,full symptooii, f&rtw*

^

MARRIAGE GUIDE,
W» psget, a popular book which ihould b# rood MF •v«y.
body. Mo marriedpair,or persea* restoaplaEag
rl»|e,cen afford todo wlthostlt.H ccn lain, tie «•«•*«
m*d al llterattf*on this lufiM, Us unit* af Dr. W.y
Iona expericDM;also the beat thought* frtatetowort*
U Europeand Amerioa. Beat »*«l*d.pon-yM for MOa.

mm

0. N. U.

the Wall Street Review

,
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I4AISUIIS REFUSE to lubmit
and Imperfect work of other
ThreshcrL when posted on the nut iviviority

Office For Sale.
On

“M

GRAIN

to the wasteful

ENTIRE

I

Chmnm

t..

or "Apron,"that handles Damp Grain, Long

DflU/Cll PH

West,' worked along with a I Pri)
single eye to business (tho other was | u*“",
**
blino), atlended strictly to his neighbor’s
affairs, fostered the saloon interest, and
Of the prettleetCARDS yop ever
aw, with your name handrotneljprinted on
last Friday he was triumphantly hanged
them, sent, BosUald.apon receipt of »i cent*.
Your friendlwffliiU want them when they ***
in the presence of one of the largest conyours. Address W. C. CANNON.
courses of people that ever assembled to
4ft KneeUnd 8L. Boston.Maea
grace an important event in the career of
a fellow-citizen.Who says this is not a
Who lost horses in U. 8. Army, no mailerhoic loit, can
poor man’s country? — Chicago Inter- get compensation. Pensionsobtained tor wounds or In-

He came

Soul

•
t or
x m..y f*». itui« «n l |.l» tU* l°v*
•5 ctlnmot any |«r»<n tbrycbooM.lmumly.
This art •Jl**a
tr<**,tiy matl.t'irent*: tAi*tbrr wiih a M»rri»g*OU**.
One!*,Dream*,Hint* t<> Lwtlri^ac. l.oM.srereM.
quxr Un,k. AUdrtM T. W1LUAMS A CO., 1'nb1*, rbllshJgUa.
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This finishesour glimpse of the Nation-
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road, under the trees that cover three-

Saturday, July
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we step on board the boat, the lines are Bankbnildlng, Oor. Eighth and Rtvex
town is soon

New.

the Holland City

memory

lost to sight but to

^eat side of the Island, and

for a

Of

dear.

had returned from the yI§U to the

Jasper.

have

round of sight seeing. We
spoken of the age of the

buildings and the low, whitewashed houses,

large iron knocker on one of the

a

Itself Its only Parallel

!

Dry

be passed by
visited. Signs above the

aristocraticmansions, will

and the stores

Goods,
Goods,

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

Groceries,
Glassware,

the counters and shelves are covered with

Independence Day

the miniature canoes of birch bark, the

excites our curiosity;

It

DECLARATION,

thing, however,

of

is a pile

ladies

IlarlnK diapoted of moat ol onr old Block. I have
occupied my new quartan, on Kl V K R ST
with ^a beautunl stock of evaiything
. pertaining »o a complete

REET

hats. They are shaped like those we see

Monday, July

upon the heads of
THE PAIR ONES

home;

at

made

of

•kvaw with ribbons fluttering from them,

BAMUM’S

P. T.

these are of birch bark, trimmed with

complete and selected with a
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

consideredvery fash-

HIPPODROME.

ionable and the sale of them is extending

country. They are

de-

Everything

Plated Ware,
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

B&rnum Universal

elty at once give them a ready sale.

Inother walk up

the

path to the

now

passing thiough it we will

fort

and

P. T.

Exposition Co- Propr’s.

BARNUM. -

President.

Mr. J.

almost a perfect cone, when viewed Horn

upon a

the east side. It stands

WMiMBUn

plateau

above Lake Huron, and
the rock itself is ISO feet high. In one
side of the Loaf is a grotto large enough

10-30

Among

the crevices of the rock,

where

2-1

it

even attempt

to

TRE

ing for existence. The summit of

for his efforts. Having examined this pile

which is said to have been

formed by the gradual accumulation of
the ashes of the Peace Pipe, which, according to the Indian tradition,

TOE GREAT MANITOU
always placed here; we will continue our
walk along the pleasant carriage road,

many

Rock. You come upon
iorest so suddenly that

time

prepare

to

you.

It is

it from out the

you have not had

for the

feet

In a trio of acts.

VISION OF

MARCH

THE ARCHED ROCK
follows: Hiawatha, the great

as

OF THE

while on

visit to the island

a

became fright-

ened by a terriblethunderstorm,and ran
toward the water. Coming upon the wall

of

solid

rock he sprang with

strength against

it,

and

ger by dating through

Half

way.

mile north

a

il.

is

Is

Even- facility will be afforded the public for pro..arlngTickets on the wagons on the lot. but to
accommodate such as prefer to avoid possibledelay by obtaining them at the customary small advance, a few tickets will be left for sale at

HALL, Arcade News Depot,

the Giant’s Stair-

somewhat like a massive

A.

Regular Excursion Trains will run at
greaty
reduced faro at hours to accommotired of walking

Hiawatha or some other great

as if

Indian had become
around

to a landing place,

where a rocky

wall 200 feet high did not protect the
land, and had piled up the

form

this inclined

(k

The Metropolitan.

TEA COMPANY,

hotel

island, but as this is not the case the

reader can believe this to be the
in which

it

NOS.

manner

was formed, or not, just as he

We

retail

82

(fc

84

VESEY

ST., N. Y.

Teas to fkmilies, hotels, Ac.,

Hay,

all

of the NationalConvention during the French Revolution. He
calls It, "A camp ent off flrom the human
race, attackedby all the powers of dark-

ness at once; the nlghtflres of the besieged
of Ideas; a east bivouac of Mind» up-

of

a

TR1 X1T10FOLITAHT1A

CO.,

aud 34 Viasir 8t.,

Nkw

32

Yobk.
18-30.

companions. The action of
caused tho rock to fall,, or

there with his

rather a part of it, and his

ties Is fully

equal to the best arrow root.

Directionsfor making Puddings,Custards, Ac.,
accompany each one-pound package.

THOEH

LOME,

Work

For Salt by

all

Warranted

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
Thanking ray old customers for past favors
solicita call from them, and ss many new one
at. want anything In my Hue

47-Kcl-ly

Holland, Aug.

13,

1874.

The Estey Organ

108-ly

NOW ON HAND BY

,

For Laundry and Household Use.
MANUFACTUREDAT THE

Timber, .and all
of

Wood

mirmitist Works, Nmrk, l J
Our Wash Blue Is the best In the world. It does

CO.

- 0
Our advice to the Public Is not to 'purchaseany
Inttnnucnt, without investigating first the
PRICE and QUALITY of these Organs.
They are constantly kept on hand and
open for inspection at

Ties,

k.iiids

Produce.

THE

We have put

Ann

KANTERS A

L. T.

F\r*t-daMQrocert.

AMERICAN WASH BLUE.

FLIEMAN

J.

8LOOTER & HIGGINS.

up In onr woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-classportable saw-mi'l
which Is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices,and deliver the

“

CITY BOOK-STORE,’

NO. 72,
We

EIGHTH STREET.

also take orders for

mum

streak, contains nothing injurious to health or
fabric, and Is used by all the large laundries on acsame wherever warned.
siece's
couni or its pleasing’ effect and cheapness. SuperiWe can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
or for whitewashing. Put up In packagesconveniwill make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Wc keep In stock the two kinds of “HOWE1'
ent for family use. Price 10 cents each.
Onr facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and and of the
& BAKER” Sewing MaFor sale by grocerseverywhere. Always ask for
ny kind of ship timber are nneqnaled.
chines. These four differentkinds of machines,
the
WASH ‘BLUE, if you want the
All bills win be filled promptly and with des- are the simplest aud strongest in the country.
patch, and a fair dealing can he relied upon. Cuso
cheapestand best.
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
The depository of the American Bible Societr
All kinds of Farm Products,taken In pay for has been removed by the committee,to the "CITY
ot
Office,72 William Street,
York. lumber and sawing, A'so Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at onr Pier on Luke
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
L.
not.

a

mm.

“GROVER

AMERICAN

-

-

AMERICAN ULTRAMARINEWORMS,
New

BOOKSTORE"
T.

Hardware

Store

Lake.
Holland, Mich., March

E. VAN DER VEEN,
Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customers^
in the past, respectftilly
Invites
the attentionof the]
Public to his

12,

1875.

4-tf

wmmmmm

RANTERS

No. ?2, Eighth Street,

& CO.,

- - - HOLLAND, MICH.

ibmiiii,

1875.

LARGE STOCK

Spring and Sunnier!
In addition to onr Departmentof

MILLINERY AND

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, we keep our
Stock well assorted* with a full line of

AT

SILK AED LACE 8AC0UE8,
BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
SPRING AND SUMMER 8HA WLS,
KID GLOVES IN ALL COLORS,
SUN UMBRELLAS AND PA RASOLS.

FANS. FANS.^

Horse Nails,
Horse Shoes,
Tagon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

AT

FANS.

The new styles of Shawls are very attractive,and we have
no doubt will please our friends. In the line of
STRA W GOODS we cannot be excelled for
assortment;onr price list Includes
Bonnets from DO cents to lit,

Paints. Oils,
Nails, etc.

Farmers’ Implements,

summer

J. Quartel,
Wonld respectfullyin'orm the Public of this City
and vicinitythat he Is fully prepared at any time to

short

'

USE NOTHING BUT

I

(Train,

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark,

notice.
QUARTEL.
1875.

Holland,

>wd many other things

too nnmerons to

une

10.

17-tf

keep Butterick’s Patterns.

8. E. cor. 8th & River

Sts.

HMK
DEN BERGE,
tv

men

tlon.

J.

J

We

Carpenters’ Tools-,

house move and raise houaea. barns, or other buildings. BEPAIBIM k JOBBING DONE AT 8B0BT NOTICE.
All my work will bo done satisfactorilyand on
and arbor dropped off with, it, thus showE. VAN DER VEEN.
fojly.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
WarrantedSeat-Springsof any shape or style.

precipice. To return to

mer-house and arbor he enjoyed himself

ing his

Trucks, Etc., Etc.

Sleighs,

DeFeyter Bro’s,

HOUSE MOVING.

Captain Robinson; after erecting his sum-

tbe elements

Light & Heavy Wagons,

At Lowest Cash Prices.

the origlnsl— Established In 1813. And preserves

Hard-ware.

vivid description

the edge

Open Buggies,

or

I

COOK, PARLOR AND

on

Has re-opened hts carriageann wagon manufactory at his old stand on River street, where he
may be’found. ready at all times to. make anything In the line of

and Mill Stuff,

oor Teaa, and add hot a single small profit to
the actual cost of Importation.We solicit a single
trial, and guarantee satisfaction. Our teas are pul
up in one pound packages,with kind and price
printed on each. Our prices range from 40 cents I hope to see all my old friends and many new
It la an overhanging cliff on the south east to $l.*5 per pound. Where wo have no agents wa
ones to examine my goods, so well
selected for the trade.
corner of tbe island and must be fully 200 will send a pound package by mall, postage free,
on receiptof price. We wish an Aobnt in this
Ws
Uvt
os
Usd
1 fall Aisortaost of tho Boot
feet high. In fact it forms a precipice, a place, to get up clubs amongst families for our teas,
and will give him or her liberaltndneoments. Send
place to sit, and looking down, down, at
HEATING STOVES.
ns your application,with references to one or two
the rocks below, think of Victor Hugo’s merchant*In the place. We refer to the publisher
Stovd-Pipe,Btove Furniture, Etc.,
of this paper. Address, for teas or an agency,

army

1st, 1874.

JACOB FLIEMAN,

to

G-IEIsriEH^AIj

IMPORT DIRECT

ROBINSON’SFOLLY.
This spot has a more modern history.
A Captain Robinson chose this place as
the site for a summer house and an arbor.

& SON.

lowest

at

wholesale prices.

chooses.

PRICES.

8th Street, Holland,Michigan.

-:o:-

is-

pebbles” to

owned a

Cash Paid for Hides.

!

the Lowest

date visitors.

place. That would be

the story I woulj tell if I

on the

Grand Rapids.

stair-

Retail
at

FLOUR A PEED.

its reputation as fubib, stronokb and
xohk delicate than any other article of
the kind offered,either of the same
'
name or with other titles.
Stevenson Macadam, Ph. D., Ac., the highest
chemical authority of Europe, carcfnlly analyzed
this Corn Starch, and says it is a most excellent
article of diet and In chemical and feedingproper-

Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m.

GEORGE

1874.

dfl-ltcl-ly

DEALERS IN

KXNOSFOSDS

This rock leads up from the water

to the bluff

way,

all his

thus escaped dan

26,

SPIUETSMA & SON.

L.

All

Uniformed Ushers in attendance.
Admission 50 cents; Children under 9 years 25
cents. ReservedSeats extra.
hunter,

examine.

We beg leave to call the attention of the Public
SEASONED
the fact that we have opened, in LABARBK'S
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Lande- My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
THE BEST STARCH IX THE WORLD.
GIVES A BEAUTIFUL FINISH TO THE LIN- gend’s) a FLOUR & FEED and GROCERY Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
Sstoul Stovtb Enter! linker,
en, and the difference between It and common
starch is scarcely half a cent for an ordinary wash- to a complete Family Supply store.
ing. Ask your Grocer for It.
General Blacksmithlng done with m-atucM
Flour, Feed,
aad dispatch.

RANI)

The visitor can ascend to the top of the
rock and if possessed of steady nerve,
Prof. W.H. DONALDSON, the distinguished
step out on the arch itself,which is but Aeronaut, will make mtaitons Ascensionsin the
Air-ship P. T. BARNUM.
three feet wide. From that seat he can
look down on the tops of the trees thet
ftu Akissioa to ill nh puchte tho
• are vainly endeavoring to reach him, aud
LIFE OF P. T. BARNUM, writtenby himself
upon the waves dashing against the rocky di)wn to present period of 1875, with nearly 1,000
pages and 50 full-page Illustrations,reduced In
beach, almost ^directly below him. The irice from $3.50 to $1.30 for sale within the Great
fancy of the red man has explained the lippodromc.
exis'enceof

or

OSWEGO CORN STARCH,

110 UllIS-G

offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and

SL00TER & HIGGINS Top

FOB PUDDINGS, BUNG HANOI, ICI GUAM, AC.

THE

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Onr intentionIs to

GKROCER/rES
AND

liATJNIDIVY’.

EINGSFORD

Wife! T.

AMAZOXS-D1LLET DIVERTISKMEN I GRAND
OPERATIC CHORUS, dr.

walls. of the sky.

CASH

MANUFACTURED BY

Gents,
Misses

.

be found at all times, at

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SILVER GLOSS STARCH,

ter Lazelle,

like a gigantic picture hanging from the

of the Latest Styles of

Ladies,
Youths,

y

OSWEGO

Kight, and LfizelleMillsonand Mas-

ron framed by the massive rock, it seems

R. Rt

KINGS FORD’S

Little All

a span of 90 feet. As
you stand in the road and look through
tbe arch at the bright blue waves of Hu-

Is# S*

15-2s-l

Mile D’Atalie, Satsuma and

arch itself having

It is

—
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
Store, Emm mi oh shoet house

Goods of the Best Quality and

R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.

PresentingLeonrhi’i Tribe of Wild Indians and
Incident to savage life

above the water, and the

Mi

C. Sc

FOR THE

Life, or chase for a

rew stock of Goods has just been opened,and
we can Male to the Public that It has been

HARRINGTON,

Wholesale

Office at M. L. S.

rSlEHTfSmjCEUmiBAlf!
Indian

&c.

Shoes.

bought expressly for this season of the year.

AGKNT FOB

surprise awaiting Mexican Rangers in scenes

an arch of solid rock with the

summit 150

Realistic

E. J.

KirnM tain & Price,

U.S.Ex.

climax of Mackin-

Arched

In the

Brick

PURE AND

all the exciting Races and
Pictures of the olden times.

A

Etc., Etc.

—

!

Suddenly we stop, as before us appears With
ac’s natural beauties. It is the

W. H. JOSLIN.

and

Boots

Boots a Shoes,

All orders promptly attended to.

Sports of Ancient Greece
Rome

Steketee,

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

1875.

MILL FEED, CORN,

Producinga grand succession of Intellectual Surprises,embracingthe followingchanges, equivalent to sittingIn lull view of the Royal Courts of
the whole world. Magnificent Revival of the

and

22,

a A.

Where may

Congress of Nations,

shaded by beautiful trees.
a scene that is the very

111

the

and tbe view from the top well repays him

-HOEI, A-TsTE, IVTIOIT.

Holland, February

An army of Mon, Women and Children; hundreds
of Thoroughbred aud ImDortedllorees:Gilt and
Gold besprinkled Chariots and Tableau Cars;
Solid Silver and Jeweled Armor; Glittering Paraphernalia. and the most Elaborate,Brilliant and
ExpensiveWardrobe ever beheld. Historical Pageant of
,

the

rock can be reached by an expert climber

of gray rock

THE WORLD.

IN

- - -

Desire to Inform their many friends and cus
tamers that they have on hand and for sale

dealer in

LARGEST AMPHITHEA-

grow, the hardy cedar is seen struggl-

to

Mich., Feb.

P.

J. E. HIGGINS,

Acres of wide spread Canvass
and the

would be supposed nothing in the world
could find sufficient earih

Holland,

o’clock, p.m.

storm.

a

y

and Promptly executed.

m. and 2 and 7

a.

be Neatly

All Repairing will

Three Grand Performances at

that is 150 feet

to shelter five or six persons from

127s,

Wykhnlxen.the Jeweler and Rcpairer^of

the First Ward, has established himself with
me, and will be pleased to see his old customers and mends continuetheir
former favors.

Will Exhibit at

form

the hands of nature as to

ready

a

Musical Instruments.

famous Sugar Loaf. This can be describ-

moulded by

the line of Produce will find with us

RIVER STREET,

requeot all of my old frlcnda to come and lee
mo In my new place and aaliufy themselves.aa to
the above.

visit the

ed as a mass of rocks that has been so

in

CHA-AJP.

market and the highest prices.

I

cidedly pretty and this fact and their nov-

is

WE SELL

Silver Ware,

ROMAN

GREAT

flowers and feathers of the same material.

to all parts of the

Our Assortment of Goods

Jewelry and Variety Store.

but Instead of being

It is said that they are

1875.

5,

Provisions^

Flour, Feed and Grains.

sweet grass boxes and other articles of In-

One

' Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

everywhere.Entering,

dian manufacture.

*

Notions and Trimmings,

doors stating that Indian curiosities are
for sale, are seen

of

Immense Supplies

already

with

tWlBio

ailBBBlA &

moment

will glance at the old town before coin*
pletlng our

the

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

St.

cast off, and the sleepy old

IAOBWAO.
We

At

Milted Mr,

fourths of this

MINIATURE PARADISE,
for

STOCK

HSTEW

W. H. JOSLIN,

Park; and retracing our steps along the

al

48-iiCl-ly

L

VM

& S.
EIGHTH STREET

-

HOLLAND, MICH

